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ABSTRACT 
Khusnul Mubtadiin, 2018. Usability Analysis on Sabaruci’s User Interface from 
The Perspective of Cognitive Linguistics. Thesis. English Letters Study Program, 
Islamic Education and Teacher Training Faculty. 
Advisor: SF. Luthfie Arguby Purnomo, S.S., M.Hum. 
Key Words: Usability Analysis, User Interface, Software, Cognitive Linguistics. 
 
 Usability of a user interface is extremely important nowadays.  High user 
interface usability is a must.  Public organizations,  however, are just starting to 
recognize usability as a concern, even though the impact of usability is much 
more critical on the users of a public institution. User interface is a part of the 
software which directly connected with the user. On the other hand, every 
software has a certain user interface which helps the user to operate the program. 
Using Cognitive Linguistic perspective, then this research explains the influence 
of user interface to user’s mind and closely related to human cognition. Related to 
the phenomena, the main goal of this research is to analyze (1) what is the 
structural characteristic of Sabaruci’s user interface. (2) How the developer 
implements Sabaruci’s user interface in regard to cognition. The researcher 
tempts to analyze user interface in Sabaruci created by I After Smile and develop 
by English Letters Department IAIN Surakarta in 2016. 
 This research objective is to analyze and improve the usability of the user 
interface of the “Sabaruci”. In order to reach this objective, the researcher 
presented an overview of usability evaluation and analysis methods as well as 
applied the methodology of cognitive linguistics to the improved user interface of 
the application. The research focuses on the user testing method to evaluate the 
usability of the existing interface and identify usability errors. According to 
Gestalt theory, this research focus on the relation of the user interface and human 
cognition. It related to human-computer interaction. Qualitative research using 
this research to employs a content analysis method. The researcher moves to 
cognitive perspective and compares the data to the data which has been found. 
The researcher uses a member of checking on validation and gives the data to the 
expert in the case to validate the data which is found in sabaruci’s user interface. 
Based on the analysis, the user interface of Sabaruci has 4 structural 
characteristics. The structural characteristic is Cosmetics, Operational-Cosmetics, 
Linguistic-Cosmetics, and Linguistic-Operational-Cosmetic. 67 out of 102 data 
refers to the Linguistic-Operational-Cosmetic aspects. It indicates that most user 
interface in sabaruci has a complex structural to the user’s mind. The 
implementation of sabaruci’s developer has 3 elements in regard to cognition. 
They are textual element, visual icon, and hybrid. The dominant element is 
Textual element which represents of 61 from 102 data. It indicates that it is linear 
with the function of the application as directory software. Based on the 
application, the user interface contributes to the cognitive linguistic to user’s mind 
because the user can decide what they do next after see the user interface. It was 
appropriate with the software itself which develop to make easy the accessor 
while doing the observation the completeness of department’s document related to 
accreditation.  
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background of the Study 
Cognitive linguistics in software gives some influence to user’s 
mind. It connected to their brain directly what they see around. Cognitive 
linguistics is one important discipline branch of cognitive science and is 
closely related to cognitive psychology and linguistics. Cognitive 
Linguistics is the study of the relationship between experience, embodied 
cognition and language (Evans, 20016). It is also an approach to language, 
which views language as a kind of cognitive activity, and studies the 
formation, the meaning, and the rules of language with cognition as its 
departure.  
Cognitive linguistics is an approach that is “based on our 
experience of the world and the way we perceive and conceptualize it” 
(Ungerer and Schmid, 2001). An approach to the analysis of natural 
language that focuses on language as an instrument for organizing, 
processing, and conveying information and in the more restricted sense but 
one type of a cognitive science approach to language, to be distinguished 
from, for instance, generative grammar and many forms of linguistic 
research within the field of artificial intelligence (Geeraerts,1997). One of 
the most important of cognitive linguistics is that everything in language 
has meaning. Meaning is considered to be a material of conceptualization 
 
 
of how language users under the influence surrounding they find 
themselves in.  
When technology such as computers was first built, the main focus 
of innovation was pure on the technology. However, by the time, 
technologies have advanced far enough. The principle, where the user is at 
the center of the design process, is now important to ensure safe, efficient, 
effective and enjoyable interaction between users and technology 
(Maguire, 2001). Human-Computer Interaction is a discipline concerned 
with the design, evaluation, and implementation of interactive computer 
systems for human use and with the study of major phenomena 
surrounding them (Preece, J., 1999, 7).  
Evaluation of usability analysis from the perspective of cognitive 
linguistics is strongly related to the type of structural characteristic under 
study. In some domains, usability analysis of software does not depend on 
developer implement influences; in other domains, these influences are 
important determinants of a successful interaction of the software with the 
human brain. Esselink (2000) classifies the former as linguistics, 
operational and cosmetics unit; usability analysis on user interfaces 
exchange action and information between the human brain, user interface, 
and surrounding. The field of software, therefore, qualifies as a classical 
user interface on software.  
Interaction design represents a remarkable shift towards making 
user interfaces aesthetically more engaging (McCarthy & Wright, 2004; 
Dourish 2001; Moggridge, 2007). The interaction with interactive design 
 
 
products opens somewhere between image, object and the surrounding. 
There is no doubt cognitive models play a crucial role in the recognition 
and interpretation of the use of design objects, but the meaning in design is 
simply not captured. This research shall argue that cognitive linguistics, in 
fact, has an understanding of usability analysis of user interface. This 
research will take off from a careful analysis of a usability analysis in the 
user interface. This analysis shall serve to understand the 
conceptualization of usability analysis of user interface and meaning in 
interaction design. Especially how cognition, meaning, icon and sign relate 
to one another. In the concluding remarks, the researcher shall elaborate a 
few ideas from cognitive linguistics in order to answer. 
Some documents provided systems development case studies, and 
some few included general summaries of what might be thought of as 
cognitive linguistics. According to Zhao (2003), categorization is the 
classification of things in the cognitive process, which is essentially 
mental. The relation, the process that the subject interacts with the object 
and classifies is a process of categorizing.  
This research shows that the combination of the software design, 
which involves the application of visual user interface to introduce 
different labeling functions with the user interface introduces influence on 
users interface regarding this visual user interface. The findings show the 
structural characteristic of sabaruci’s user interface. The application was 
built using the directory, developed by Lilik Untari, SF Luthfie Arguby 
Purnomo and SF Lukfianka Sanjaya Purnama in the responsibility of 
 
 
English Letters department IAIN Surakarta in 2017 called sabaruci. This 
is the directory software of accreditation which has the function as the data 
storage. This research focus on the developer, the user, and the user 
interface have a cognition each other. To answer its cognition, the 
researcher uses some theory which has a big role in cognition, such as 
cognitive linguistics, human-computer interaction, and usability. 
The development of cognitive theories on human-computer 
interaction brought us a vision of the software as a cognitive tool enabling 
people to enlarge their understanding, memorization and decision making 
capacities. It shows a direct relationship that exists between icon, color and 
shape of the user interface with the cognition of the human brain.  
 
Figure 4.1 Open 
Based on Esselink (2000) Theory, in figure 1, Open icon consists 
of two aspects, Operational aspect and cosmetic aspect. The absence of 
linguistic aspect makes a cognition that it should be understood by user 
mind without any sentence, phrase or word.  
Based on the icon, the operational aspect of how the user uses this 
tool and related to its cognition. The user has to click on the icon then it 
will open the document box on the disk of the computer. Then the user has 
to find the source of the document that she wants to complete. 
 
 
Then, from the icon, it is knowing that the icon dominated with red 
color, this is part of cosmetics aspect when the icon consisting of color and 
shape. Red color has a cognition that it is a warning and the activity or 
something need to be done in the future. Combine with white color to 
make this icon looks purity, cleanliness and soft in the user’s mind. Then 
square makes a cognition of the stability, solidarity, natural and practical. 
It influenced to user’s mind that it is simple and easy to understand. 
Then, based on Gestalt’s theory which implements the developer’s 
cognition, it is visual icon without any textual element there. It has a 
cognition that the icon can be understood by the user with just appearing 
the visual thing without any text there. 
Cognitive linguistic become main analysis to analyze the structural 
characteristic of sabaruci’s user interface. From those reasons, the 
researcher was interested to identify a structural characteristic of 
sabaruci’s user interface by the perspective of cognitive linguistics. The 
researcher intended to conduct a research entitled “Usability Analysis on 
Sabaruci’s User Interface from The Perspective of Cognitive 
Linguistics”. 
 
B. Limitation of the Problem 
The researcher analyzes “the structural characteristic of sabaruci’s 
user interface”. In order to reach the expected goals of the research, the 
researcher focused on analyzing the application named sabaruci, directory 
software of accreditation by English Letters Department IAIN Surakarta. 
 
 
The researcher limited to analyze the structural characteristic by the user 
interface in the sabaruci. This application contains seven standards, then 
the researcher limited to analyze the first standard because another six 
standard using same structural characteristics of linguistic, cosmetic and 
operational aspect. This research focuses also on alfa-beta testing because 
of the researcher interests with the process of creating this software. The 
researcher used the analysis on cognitive linguistic by Evans (2006), then 
relates it to Human-computer interaction by Gestalt principle and Usability 
by Esselink (2000).  
 
C. Problem Formulation 
This is about the structural characteristic of sabaruci’s user interface 
that the researcher wants to answer in this research. There are three questions: 
1. What are the structural characteristics of sabaruci’s user interface? 
2. How does the developer implement sabaruci’s user interface in regard 
to cognition? 
 
D. The Objectives of the Study 
Based on the problem of the study above, the objectives of the study 
are: 
1. Identifying the structural characteristic of sabaruci’s user interface. 
2. Finding the developer implement sabaruci’s user interface in regard to 
cognition. 
 
 
 
E. The Benefits of the Study 
The researcher hopes that this research will give some benefits as 
follows: 
1. Theoretically 
a. This research is able to contribute in English materials, especially 
about cognitive linguistics. 
b. The research can give an additional reference in many aspects of 
the structural characteristics by the perspective of cognitive 
linguistics. 
2. Practically 
a. For researcher 
This research is able to improve the researcher’s ability to 
comprehend this study and understand the structural characteristic 
of sabaruci’s user interface. 
b. For reader 
This research is able to the reader to study the structural 
characteristics of sabaruci’s user interface and it can be used as 
additional knowledge in cognitive linguistics, and others. 
c. For another researcher 
This research can be used as one of the references and information 
for further researcher related to the field. 
 
 
 
 
 
F. Key Term 
1. Cognitive Linguistics 
Cognitive Linguistics is the study of the relationship 
between experience, embodied cognition and language. Language 
offers a window into a cognitive function, providing insights into 
the nature, structure, and organization of thoughts and ideas 
(Evans, 2006) 
2. Human-Computer Interaction 
Human-computer interaction is a discipline concerned with 
the design, evaluation, and implementation of interactive computer 
systems for human use and with the study of major phenomena 
surrounding them (Preece, J. et al. 1999, 7). 
3. Usability 
Usability is an umbrella term which can be used to describe 
many different aspects of an interface including the efficiency at 
which tasks can be completed, how easy the system is to learn, 
how memorable the system is and how errors are handled (Nielsen, 
1992). 
4. User Interface 
A user interface (UI) refers to a system and a user 
interacting with each other through commands or technique to 
operate the system, input data, and use the contents (Joo, 2017). 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW ON RELATED LITERATURE 
A. Theoretical Description 
1. Cognitive Linguistics 
Vyvyan Evans (2006) stated that Cognitive Linguistics is the 
study of the relationship between experience, embodied cognition and 
language. Language offers a window into a cognitive function, 
providing insights into the nature, structure, and organization of 
thoughts and ideas. The most important way in which cognitive 
linguistic differs from other approaches to the study of language, then, 
is that language is assumed to reflect certain fundamental properties 
and design features of the human mind. 
Moreover, cognitive linguistics is a modern school of linguistic 
thought that originally emerged in the early 1970s out of 
dissatisfaction with formal approaches to language. Cognitive 
linguistics is also firmly rooted in the emergence of modern cognitive 
science in the 1960s and 1970s, particularly in work relating to human 
categorization, and in earlier traditions such as Gestalt psychology. 
Evans (2006) also states that cognitive linguistics is described as a 
‘movement’ or an ‘enterprise’ because it is not a specific theory. 
There are two commitments that guide research in cognitive 
linguistics according to Evans (2006) namely ‘Generalisation 
 
 
Commitment’ and the ‘Cognitive Commitment’. The ‘Generalisation 
Commitment’ leads to the search for principles of language structure 
that hold across all aspects of language. In a related manner, the 
‘Cognitive Commitment’ represents the view that principles of the 
linguistic structure should reflect what is known about human 
cognition from other disciplines, particularly the other cognitive 
sciences (philosophy, psychology, artificial intelligence, and 
neuroscience). In other words, it follows from the ‘Cognitive 
Commitment’ that language and linguistic organization should reflect 
general cognitive principles rather than cognitive principles that are 
specific to language. 
These two commitments underlie the orientation and approach 
adopted by cognitive linguists, and the assumptions and methodologies 
employed in the two main branches of the cognitive linguistics 
enterprise, cognitive semantics and cognitive (approaches to) grammar. 
As Evans (2006) stated, there are two main approaches to the study of 
language and the mind adopted by cognitive linguists: cognitive 
semantics and cognitive (approaches to) grammar. Cognitive semantics 
is the study of the relationship between experience, embodied 
cognition and language. Cognitive approaches to grammar is the study 
of the symbolic linguistic units that comprise the language. 
A cognitive model is an organized whole of generalized 
experiences of individual, but comparable phenomena: objects, actions 
 
 
and events (Andreassan, 2002). These phenomena creates a sturucture 
of metaphor which correlate to the Lacoff’s theory. Multidimensional 
structure characterize experiental Gestalts, which are ways of 
organizing experiences into structured wholes “Lakoff & Johnson 
1980 p. 81, Lakoff 1987 p. 68). 
Moreover, there are two key functions associated with 
language, the symbolic function and the interactive function (Evans, 
2006). The symbols consist of forms, which may be spoken, written or 
signed, and meanings with which the forms are conventionally paired. 
The meanings encoded by linguistic symbols then, refer to our 
projected reality (Jackendoff, 1983) a mental representation of reality, 
as construed by the human mind, mediated by our unique perceptual 
and conceptual systems. The symbolic function of language serves to 
encode and externalize our thoughts. The interactive function assumes 
that we use language in order to ‘get our ideas across’, in other words, 
to communicate. The messages we choose to communicate can 
perform various interactive and social functions. 
To sum up, cognitive linguistics is the branch of linguistics that 
focuses on language as a tool for organizing, processing and tell 
information. This is focused on the analysis of the conceptual and 
experiential basis of linguistic categories is of primary importance. The 
formal structures of language are studied not as if they were 
autonomous, but as reflections of the general conceptual organization, 
 
 
categorization principles, processing mechanisms, and experiential and 
environmental influences.  
2. Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) 
Human-Computer Interaction is a discipline concerned with the 
design, evaluation, and implementation of interactive computer 
systems for human use and with the study of major phenomena 
surrounding them (Preece, J. et al. 1999, 7). Therefore, HCI helps with 
designing screens and menus that are easier to use; it studies the 
reasoning behind building a specific functionality; long-term effects 
that systems will have on humans. In general, the developers of 
computer systems now have to deliver beneficial services to the user, 
and more importantly deliver them in a usable way (Hewet et. al. 2009, 
p.5). 
Furthermore, as a part of the HCI study, the human-computer 
interface can be described as the point of communication between a 
user and a computer. The flow of information between the human and 
computer is defined as a loop of interaction. This loop of interaction 
has several aspects to its content (Singh, G. et al.). the HCI‘s Loop of 
Interaction begins at the Task Environment and the Machine 
Environment. The Task Environment includes the conditions and goals 
which set upon the user, while Machine Environment is the 
environment that the computer is connected to. For instance, a laptop 
is connected in a college student's dorm room.  
 
 
Additionally, in order for the user to communicate with the 
computer, a point of interaction is required. It locates in Areas of the 
Interface. By definition, it is the non-overlapping areas involve 
processes of the human and computer, and not pertaining to their 
interaction. Meanwhile, the overlapping areas only concern themselves 
with the processes pertaining to their interaction. (Singh, G. et al.) 
Finally, the communication between the user and the computer 
is defined by the flow of information between an input data and an 
output result, or vice versa. First of all, Input Flow is the flow of 
information that begins in the task environment, when the user has 
some task that requires using his or her computer. Secondly, Output is 
the flow of information that originates in the machine environment. 
More importantly, it is essential for every communication to have a 
Feedback which will loop through the interface that evaluates, 
moderates, and confirms processes as it passes from the human 
through the interface to the computer and back. To simplify, feedback 
provides the users with their action‘s status when interacting with the 
systems. (Singh, G. et al.) 
A user interface (UI) refers to a system and a user interacting 
with each other through commands or technique to operate the system, 
input data, and use the contents (Joo, 2017: 9931). UI is an interface 
through which a person can interact with a system or application in a 
 
 
computer and communication environment, which is classified into a 
software interface and a  hardware interface. 
When design visual information, it has many tools at the 
finishing to increase that the users receive the message the developer 
wants them to receive. Gestalt theory helps to accomplish this by 
explaining key aspects of how perceive images, and specifically how 
to identify the figure (the message part of the image) and separate it 
from the ground (the background or context on which the figure rests). 
In Gestalt psychology, this whole is referred to as totality: 
when we perceive an image, we examine all of its components 
(subconsciously first, then consciously), weigh them against each 
other, identify the important ones, and decide how the parts, working 
together, convey a message. 
Understanding Gestalt theory is important for anyone who 
wants to master information design, not to mention instructional design 
and user interface design. Gestalt theory tries to understand how 
viewers perceive wholes in groups of individual elements (Moore, 
1993 p 390). But this understanding is important even when all the 
developer want to do is create a simple graphics such as a bar chart or 
an annotated screenshot. Three main principles of Gestalt-based design 
provide this understanding: 
 Textual Element 
In everyday life, the text is abundant and used 
extensively to promote consumer products. These 
 
 
elements can be considered for their content, it is 
denotative and connotative meanings and their form of 
the way it is visually depicted, which can also convey 
meaning). This glossary covers both aspects by 
considering the lexical items as a primarily textual 
element and its typography, discussed elsewhere, as a 
primarily visual element. 
 
 Visual Icon 
Describe ideas about the practice of visual 
design. The best designers sometimes disregard the 
principles of design. When they do so, however, there is 
usually some compensating merit attained at the cost of 
the violation. Unless you are certain of doing as well, it 
is best to abide by the principles. 
Design elements are the basic units of any visual 
design which form its structure and convey visual 
messages. Painter and design theorist Maitland E. 
Graves (1902-1978), who attempted to gestate the 
fundamental principles of aesthetic order in visual 
design. Then design closely related to the color and 
shape. 
Color is not the main role in the elements of 
design with the color wheel being used as a tool, and 
 
 
color theory providing a body of practical guidance to 
color mixing and the visual impacts of a specific color. 
Color can aid organization to develop a color strategy 
and stay consistent with those colors. It can give 
emphasis to create a hierarchy to the piece of art. It is 
also important to note that color choices in design 
change meaning within cultural contexts.  
A shape is defined as a two or more dimensional 
area that stands out from the space next to or around it 
due to a defined or implied boundary, or because of 
differences of value, color, or texture. All objects are 
composed of shapes and all other 'Elements of Design' 
are shapes in some way. 
 Hybrid 
While the unification between both textual and 
visual called as hybrid. This design using both of text 
and visual as its design. This design more complex to 
the developer because they have to focus on the textual 
thing, consider which is the text that appropriate with 
the function and then connected it with the visual thing, 
which color and which shape that represents its 
function. 
The Gestalt Principles offer an explanation of how humans 
perceive each component in any given environment. This can be 
 
 
applied to audial, tactile and visual environments. Having the ability to 
perceive the structure of the visual environment enables one to better 
comprehend the elements contained within that environment. This 
leads to us being able to react to any events which take place in that 
same environment quicker and more efficiently (Koffka, 1935a).  
Allowing users to more easily get their bearings with a system 
tends to produce more positive performances in terms of both statistics 
and perception. (Shneiderman, 2000). By applying the Gestalt 
Principles to a user interface, a designer can improve the overall clarity 
of their software solution. This is due to the fact that “visual interfaces 
often rely heavily on the association between graphical elements, such 
as the placement of a label next to a checkbox, or the grouping of items 
in a list” (Yee, 2002). The Gestalt Principles have been widely adopted 
for improving software user interfaces as they allow users to 
subconsciously take control of any software environment because of 
the human species’ innate ability to cluster the elements and add 
context to each element without the need for explicit instructions or 
explanation (Lidwell, Holden & Butler, 2010). 
3. Software Usability 
According to the International Organization for Standardization 
(ISO), usability can be defined as “The extent to which a product can 
be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with 
 
 
effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction in a specified context of 
use”.  
Nielsen expands on this definition, stating that usability is an 
umbrella term which can be used to describe many different aspects of 
an interface including the efficiency at which tasks can be completed, 
how easy the system is to learn, how memorable the system is and how 
errors are handled (Nielsen, 1992). Abran et al. state that usability is 
“no longer a luxury”, but is now a necessity in a market which is 
constantly evolving and becoming more competitive (Abran, Khelifi & 
Suryn, 2003) 
There are three main categories for software usability 
evaluation; user-based evaluation, expert-based evaluation, and model-
based evaluation. User-based evaluation involves target users testing 
and evaluating the system. Expert-based involves hiring a UI expert to 
assess and evaluate the application’s usability. Model-based evaluation 
implements a number of criteria which the system must meet in order 
to predict the performances of the end users (Dillon, 2001). 
Early computers were not designed for general use but rather 
tailored to specific projects. It was not until 1968 when Doug 
Engelbart presented a system that emphasized features that seem 
natural nowadays but were new back then, such as a “windowed 
display, a graphical user interface, networking, hyperlinks, audio and 
video ‘conferencing’, dynamic file linking, shared-screen collaboration 
 
 
and a mouse” (Kolko, 2010, p.27). Engelbart introduced the notion of 
computing as a human-centered tool. Engelbart’s work did not pass 
unnoticed and HCI as a field of science emerged as a result. The field 
of HCI has shifted since then “from dealing with primarily the 
implementation of computing systems toward the understanding of 
how people ‘interface’ with technology”. (Kolko, 2010, pp.26-8.) 
Design can be interpreted as means of communication. HCI 
adopted Jakobson’s communication theory that includes such notions 
as a sender that sends a message to a receiver through a channel. In 
terms of design, the sender can be seen a designer that conveys the 
message through the channel (De Souza, 2005). 
In addition, the designer can be viewed as a persuader, and this 
leads to the implication of rhetoric in design. The purpose of it is to 
encourage the user to believe that a product is useful and serves the 
user’s needs (Kolko, 2010). 
In order to avoid breakdowns in the interaction, the developer 
should ensure that UIs do not contain elements that may possibly 
prevent users from using the website or create unnecessary obstacles. 
For this reason, many systems of the user-interface guidelines and 
principles that have been proposed correspond to the usability 
objectives applied, which are usefulness, efficiency, effectiveness, 
satisfaction, and accessibility (Rubin and Chisnel, 2008). Although 
 
 
systems of design guideless might slightly differ, the core values 
remain.  
According to Esselink’s theory, software should be performed 
separately on each language version of a product. These aspects are 
linguistic, cosmetics and operational. In linguistics aspects focus on all 
language of the running application. According to Esselink (2000: 150-
151), here is a list of issues to consider when performing linguistic 
testing: 
 Has all text been translated? For example, if English strings 
are displayed, these may originate from hard-coded text or 
third-party components. 
 Do accented character display and print correctly? 
 Does punctuation follow the rules of the target language? 
 Does localized text wrap, hyphenate, and sort correctly? 
 Do dialog boxes and error messages display correctly? 
 Do menu items and dialog box titles have a consistent 
translation? 
 Have any icons, graphics or sounds been used that need to 
be adjusted from the target language market, such as the 
icon B for Bold? 
 Do concatenated strings display correctly? Leading or 
trailing spaces are often deleted during the translation cycle, 
causing two stings to be merged into one word. Do the 
 
 
translation of various components read like a proper 
sentence? 
 Do string with variable display correctly in the running 
application? 
 Are hotkey or control key assignment consistent with 
operating system standards? 
 Do translate still make sense when seen in context? for 
example, if the word “copy” was translated in the resource 
files as the noun “a copy”, whereas the running application 
may use it as a verb, i.e. “to copy”. These types of context-
related issues and errors can only be identified at run-time.  
Then the cosmetics aspects focus on all visual aspect of the 
application. The second element is cosmetics which focuses on all 
visual aspects of a localized application, i.e. dialogue boxes, 
menus, reports, and, messages. According to Esselink (2000: 151-
152), here a list of issues to consider when performing linguistic 
testing: 
 Ensure the localized versions display the same number of 
means, options, and command as the original application. 
 Are dialog boxes properly resized, without truncation? 
 Do all menu items, status bar messages, help balloons, 
dialog boxes fit on the screen in all resolution? 
 Are application aesthetics acceptable, i.e. alignment of 
buttons, consistent sizing of control boxes, buttons, etc. 
 
 
 Are all hotkeys dialog boxes and menus unique? 
 Does the tab order of the options in the localized dialog 
boxes match the original order? 
 Do combo boxes or drop-down menus display all necessary 
options? 
 Does the main menu bar fit on the screen in any resolution? 
 Do dialog boxes display correct original setting, i.e. 
decimal separator, date, time format, etc? 
Then the operational focuses on the actual functionality of 
the application (Esselink. 2000). The last element is functionality 
which focuses on the actual operational of the localized 
application. According to Esselink (2000: 152-153), here is a list of 
issues to consider when performing operational testing of localized 
application: 
 Does the functionality and feature set of the localized 
application mirror that of the source language? In essence, 
were any problems introduced during the localization 
cycle? 
 Can documents that were saved when working in the 
original version be opened in the localized version, and vise 
versa? 
 Is it possible to type accented text, use hotkeys, and use 
control keys with international keyboard and keyboard 
layout? 
 
 
 For Asian language, are all major Input Major Editors 
(IME) supported? 
 Do regional setting, such as paper size, date/time, number 
and currency formats, reflect the language of the localized 
product by default? 
 Can user copy and paste text with accented characters from 
the localized application to another application? 
 Does the application function correctly on a localized 
operating environment? 
 Is the localized product compatible with locally developed 
product that are popular in the target markets? 
 Does the application link to location on the world wide 
web, for example, sites containing support information in 
English? Are localized versions of these web pages 
available? 
 Do language specific add-ons, such as spelling checker, or 
character conversion tables for a telecommunication 
product, work correctly? 
4. Framework 
Framework is a real or conceptual structure to serve as a 
support or guide for the building of something that expands the 
structure into something useful. This framework appears to make clear 
 
 
the relation between all theory that used by the researcher related to the 
sabaruci’s user interface. 
 Esselink 
 
 
Linguistics Cosmetics 
 
Operational 
Event structure Metaphor 
 Gestalt  
Table 1. Framework for discussing structural characteristics. 
In the spirit of earlier efforts to understand the diversity of user 
interfaces and their structural characteristics. Table 1 proposes an 
outline of the generic structure of how the theory used in this research. 
In the table, the up column represents a theory, and the center column 
represents the aspects of the Esselink’s theory, then underneath column 
represent when the aspect connected with the event structure metaphor 
and the last column represents the Gestalt’s principle which will use to 
analyze this research. Each target state represents a possible outcome 
in some activity in which the user is engaged.  
In between the developer, the user, and the user interface stands 
a system. The system presents certain cognition, and the user performs 
certain actions allowed by the system. In an interaction, the user, 
perhaps guided by the user interface, carries out a sequence of actions, 
 
 
and the response of the system to these actions is to change the 
cognition so as realize one of the target states. Then, the developer, 
guides by the user interface and the user to create the user interface. In 
a successful interaction, the target state that is reached agrees with the 
intention of the user. As just mentioned, it is not necessary that the 
user is guided by the user interface (the user may not see them, or may 
ignore them). 
5. Sabarucci 
The application was built using the directory, developed by 
Lilik Untari, SF Luthfie Arguby Purnomo and SF Lukfianka Sanjaya 
Purnama in the responsibility of English Letters department IAIN 
Surakarta in 2017 called sabaruci. This is the directory software which 
has the function as the data storage.  
Sabaruci created related to the accreditation. This application 
contains the accreditation data which have seven standards which 
closely related to the document or data which needed by the 
department to get the accreditation. This software facilitates the 
accessor easy to check the data or document as the prove.  
B. Previous Study 
As perceived from the previous discussions, it implies that the 
discussions on usability analysis involve cognitive aspects in language as 
programmed on the user interface, the media functioning as cognitive 
 
 
tools, and the users of the media. Previous discussion around relationship 
between cognitive and cockpit interface (Eichinger and Kelleler, 2014), 
cognitive task analysis in interface design (Humphrey and Adams, 2013; 
Kaber, Segall, Green, Entzian and Junginger, 2006), cognitive work 
performance in health technology (Holden, 2011) and user interface 
support in cognitive linguistics in multimedia software (Plass, 1998). 
Those aforementioned discussions demarcated the fact software is 
designed based on the principles of G.I.L.T (Globalization, 
Internationalization, Localization, and Translation) as suggested by 
Esselink and Cadieux (2004) and within G.I.L.T, linguistics is inseparable 
from operational and cosmetic units (Esselink, 2000). These two 
demarcation aspects are the gap this research attempts to fill. Employing 
cognitive linguistics, the researcher attempts to devise a prototype on 
usability analysis based on Esselink’s three units of localizations. 
Between laboratory and simulator: a cognitive approach to 
evaluating cockpit interfaces by manipulating informatory context is the 
title of the journal by Eichinger, A., & Kellerer, J. It published in 2014 in 
the Cognition, technology & work journal. This journal focuses on cockpit 
interface, touch screen, and trackball control. Interface evaluation also is 
the main focus that leads the reader to know about the evaluation of the 
interface. Cognitive and cockpit performance surely make this research 
very interesting to investigate. This research using the perspective of 
structuralism and formalism. The thing that makes this research have a 
lack because there is no explanation about the user interface, software, 
 
 
usability Analysis and cognitive analysis. Whereas this research uses high 
technology. 
Proceduralism and connectionism perspective used by Humphrey, 
C. M., & Adams, J. A. to their research on 2013 in the title Cognitive 
information flow analysis in the Cognition, technology & work journal. 
This research focus on Cognitive task analysis and human-robot system 
but User interface analyze and software explanation did not exist in this 
research. 
Kaber, D. B., Segall, N., Green, R. S., Entzian, K., & Junginger, S. 
have a research on structuralism perspective with the title Using multiple 
cognitive task analysis methods for supervisory control interface design in 
high-throughput biological screening processes. This research focuses on 
Cognitive task analysis and Human-machine interface design. Software, 
Semiotics, Connectionism and Interface analysis did not exist in this 
research. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
According to Kothari (2014) research is an academic activity and such the 
term should be used in a technical sense. This chapter presents the research 
methodology. It deals with research design, data source, data collection and data 
analysis. 
A. Research Design 
This study uses descriptive qualitative research methods. Qualitative 
research is designed to reveal a target audience’s range of behavior and the 
perceptions that drive it with reference to specific topics or issues. It uses in-
depth studies of small groups of people to guide and support the construction 
of hypotheses. The results of qualitative research are descriptive rather than 
predictive. The characteristic of the descriptive qualitative method, this 
research was conducted by collecting the data, analyzing the data then 
drawing a conclusion based on the data only, without talking the general 
conclusion (Hadi, 1983:3). The result of qualitative research does not show a 
numeric data in analyzing the data, but the results show in form of descriptive. 
The data is not a numeric data, because the data that is collected is in form of 
word of the image.  Related to the research, the researcher uses library 
research to help the researcher analyze the data because the research leads to 
analyze the data in book research. 
 
 
 
B. Data Source 
The data in qualitative research is in form of the image because the 
application just can be captured by the picture to make it as the data. In 
addition, there is an additional data such as document and the others 
(Moleong, 2009:157). The data of this research is in form of an image by the 
user interface in sabaruci. It is a directory software created by Lilik Untari, SF 
Luthfie Arguby Purnomo, and SF Lukfianka Sanjaya Purnama, in the 
responsibility of English Letters department IAIN Surakarta. The primary data 
source is the user interface itself. To complete the result, the researcher needs 
some information from the library, internet and other books related to the 
study. 
C. Research Instrument 
To identify the data this study needs instruments to collects the data, to 
analyze the data. The instruments make this study easier to finish the 
collecting data from the study. There are has two instruments to support the 
study such as the main instrument and the supporting instrument. The main 
instrument consists of the researcher as the planner, collector, and analyze the 
data. Meanwhile, the supporting instrument to collects the data and easier to 
analyze and finish the data from the study consist of things. The supporting 
instruments are pen, notebook, papers, laptop, and electronic dictionary. Those 
are things used the study as the supporting to collect and to analyze the data. 
 
 
 
D. Technique of Collecting Data 
This research collects the data through documentation and observation 
technique. Documentation in a method used in scientific research in order to 
collect the data by using document. This method can be used to examine and 
interpreting something (Moleong, 2009:216). Under the observation method, 
the information is sought by way of investigator ’s own direct observation 
without asking the respondent (Kothari, 96: 2004). Based on the theory, the 
researcher uses Patton (2002) says that qualitative content analysis can be used 
to analyze various types of data, but generally the data need to be transformed 
into written text before analysis can start. If the data come from existing texts, 
the choice of the content must be justified by what you want to know (Patton, 
2002). 
The steps of collecting data that is used in the research are: 
1. The researcher open the software 
2. The researcher searched for the image data from the user interface 
3. The researcher takes the screenshot of the user interface. 
4. The researcher made a table data to identify the data 
5. The researcher analyzed the data through the linguistics, 
operational and cosmetics aspect by Esselink. 
6. The researcher explained the data by Gestalt and Lakoff theory. 
 
 
The data collected in form of a table. The content of the table is 
data number, data, sabaruci initial, and aspects (linguistic, operational and 
cosmetics).  
Table 2. Sabaruci Table Example 
DATA 
NUMBER 
DATA 
SABARUCI 
INITIAL 
ASPECTS 
Linguisti
c 
Operatio
nal 
Cosmeti
cs 
1/AT/O/C 
 
 
Attention  - V V 
2/OP/O/C 
 
Open - V V 
3/SE/O/C 
 
Search - V V 
After collecting the data, the researcher needs to present the data in 
the fourth chapter to proof and support the researcher’s opinion. The data 
can be found in appendix sheet to easier the readers find the data. The data 
are gathered and classified in form of a table. The analysis of the data will 
write as follow: 
“The presence of exclamatory signal presented 
within a circle indicates that the users need to pay a strong 
attention to the icon since it requires the users to execute 
conditional requirements before proceeding to the next 
 
 
menu. Cognitively this implication indicates…” 
(1/AT/O/C) 
NB: 
1 : Data number 
AT  : Sabaruci initial 
O   : Operational aspect result 
C  : Cosmetic aspect result 
 
E. Technique of Analyzing Data 
The study does not only collect the data but this study also analyzes 
the data to obtain the result of the study. Then the process to analyze by: 
1. Classifying the data by linguistic, operational and cosmetics 
aspect by Esselink’s theory. 
2. Explaining the data using Gestalt theory. 
3. Applying the data with the theories of human-computer 
interaction. 
4. Relating the function that can be used as the cognition to user’s 
mind. 
5. After the study analyzed the data, the study draws a conclusion 
based on it has found from the analysis. Suggestions are also 
needed to make this study more complete.    
 
 
F. Trustworthiness of Data 
Data validation is needed to check the trust of data. Data is one of 
the essential things for this research.  Before the researcher starts to 
analyze, the data need to be validated.  According to Creswell (2009:352), 
“the validity in qualitative methods is that the research tests the accuracy 
of the data”. The accuracy means that the data need to be valid in order to 
make a significant result. In this study, the study asks the expert of 
cognitive linguistic and human-computer interaction in order to support 
the validation of data. After the study collecting data from the user 
interface of the sabaruci software, the data delivered to the expert to gain 
the trust of data.  
There are three forms of the validation according to Creswell and 
Milner  (2000).  Those forms are triangulation, member of checking and 
auditing. Triangulation means that the validity of the data based on more 
than one individual.  Meanwhile, the auditing refers to the researcher as an 
audience in another individual service.  The last is member of checking.  
This form is a process of data validation which involves the advance 
practitioner or people who know the field of the research. 
This research uses expert checking to validate the data.  The 
researcher uses a practitioner of the software developer as a validator of 
the data research. His profession is the founder of I After Smile and as a 
lecturer in one of the universities in Surakarta. Then the validator is also 
one of the developers who created sabaruci. The researcher used the 
expert of checking because it is more effective and objective in validating 
 
 
the data. The process is used to know whether the data is true as in its 
category or not.   
 
 
CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 After the data are collected, this chapter focuses on the finding and 
analysis related to the point of view that the user interface in the sabaruci has a 
contribution to cognition. The data findings consist of three points, the first point 
answers the first problem formulation. It used Esselink’s theory of linguistic, 
operational, and cosmetic aspect and connected with Lakoff’s theory of event 
structure metaphor to analyze the structural characteristic of sabaruci’s user 
interface. Then, the second point answers the second problem formulation related 
to the implementation of the developer to the sabaruci by using Gestalt’s theory 
about textual element, visual icon, and hybrid. The last point is discussion about 
the inconsistency, the structural characteristics of sabaruci’s user interface, the 
implementation of the developer regard to cognition, the componential table the 
relation between the structural characteristic of sabaruci’s user interface and the 
implementation of the developer. 
A. The structural characteristic of sabaruci’s user interface. 
According to the understanding of structural characteristics, the 
researcher explains the data which proves that the user interface of 
sabaruci has a contribution to cognitive or human mind related to their 
comprehension about the user interface used. The data are divided into 
linguistic aspect, Operational aspect and cosmetics aspect by Esselink.  
Linguistic aspect explains when the user interface contains with 
linguistics thing, it can be sentence, phrase or word and its cognition to 
 
 
user mind. While operational aspect related with how the user interface 
can work, what should the user do when that user interface appears, it 
related to the function of the user interface and using the gestalt theory 
about how the user interface can lead the user to make a decision to click 
the user interface as commands. Then cosmetic aspect correlates with 
color and shape, it is closely related with semiotic. Then the Esselink’s 
theory unified with the Lakoff’s theory of event structure metaphor which 
drives the user to ride on the cognitive linguistics. 
In this research, the researcher found three structural characteristics 
of sabaruci’s user interface. This structural characteristic found after the 
researcher analyzes the data. Each structural characteristic has different 
representation. The pattern uses similar processing analysis. This research 
leads the researcher to use three structural characteristics as the sample of 
the whole data. The user interface of sabaruci analyzed as follow: 
1. Cosmetics 
This structural characteristic focus on the user interface 
which contains just cosmetics aspect without the existence of 
linguistic and operational aspects.   
a. Side Menu 2(44/SM2/C) 
This is the user interface of the side menu of the 
application which just has the cosmetic function. The 
location of this user interface in the right side application. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.15 Slide Menu 2 
This figure just focuses on the cosmetic aspect. The 
gradation of the grey rectangle represents that the 
application has a big benefit for the user which still sets out 
the dependability and efficiency of the application. The 
operational function does not exist here because the figure 
represents the bottom menu of the application and just have 
the cosmetics aspect. When we see this picture, cognitively 
the user will do nothing because there is no operational 
aspect there which can the user do.  
b. Upper Menu 1 (24/UP1/C) 
This is the user interface of the upper menu of the 
application which just has the cosmetic function. The 
location of this user interface in the top of the menu and 
have no function. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.16 Upper Menu 1 
This figure just focuses on the cosmetic aspect. 
Using the gradation of blue make this application so 
interesting for user’s mind. It’s not monotonous color. This 
gradation color has a cognition of the simple thing and 
makes the user’s mind be calm when seeing the first. It also 
has a cognition of responsible that it makes the user so trust 
with this application. Then collaborated with rectangle 
shape make this application so strong and so efficient and 
easy to use by the user. 
 The operational function does not exist here 
because the figure represents the bottom menu of the 
application and just have the cosmetics aspect. When we 
see this picture, cognitively the user will do nothing 
because there is no operational aspect there which can the 
user do.  
There are 9 data which have a same structural characteristic 
with this structural, they are: 1/AT/O/C, 24/UP1/C, 25/UP2/C, 
26/UP3/C, 34/BM1/C, 35/BM2/C, 36/BM3/C, 37/BM4/C, 
38/SM1/C, 39/SM2/C 
 
 
 
2. Linguistic – Cosmetics 
This structural characteristic focus on the user interface 
which contains linguistic aspect and cosmetic aspect without 
the existence of operational aspect here.  
a. IAIN(8/IA/L/O/C) 
This user interface is kind of logo that can make the 
user know the identity of the software. The logo is an 
emblematic design adopted by an organization to identify 
its products (Oxford Dictionary). 
 
Figure 4.2 IAIN 
This figure consist of two aspects, they are 
linguistic aspect and cosmetic aspect. This is the figure of 
the institution that publishes and create this software. This 
institution has a big responsibility in the future if this 
software. This is the identity of the creator. When the user 
needs more information about the software they can contact 
this institution to ask more. Based on the figure, linguistic 
aspect consists of two phrases. IAIN Surakarta and the 
Arabic letter “Al-jamiah Surakarta al-Islamiyah al 
hukumiyah”. That two phrase has the same meaning as the 
 
 
State Islamic Institute of Surakarta. It is an Islamic 
university by the state which located in Surakarta, center 
java, Indonesia. The using of Arabic letter make a big 
cognition this is an Islamic institution. Then the cosmetic 
aspect dominated with green color which has a cognition of 
abundance, it can copious the knowledge which will get by 
the student to their life because this is the educational 
institution.  
In event structure metaphor, this figure instructing 
the user to know the developer of this software. To know 
the institution that has a big responsibility for this software. 
As the identity also and make easy the user to contact the 
developer. 
b. Background2(20/BC2/L/O/C) 
According to Oxford dictionary, the background is 
part of a scene, picture, or description that forms a setting 
for the main figures, events, etc This user interface creates 
to the main menu of the sabaruci software. 
 
Figure 4.9 Background 
 
 
This figure is the background in the opening menu 
when we start the application for the first time. In the 
bottom of the application, there is the identity of the 
application’s name, sabaruci. Which this is the part of 
linguistics aspects when the user can find phrase, word or 
sentences in the figure. Then the cosmetics aspects 
dominated with blue color, using the gradation of blue 
make this application so interesting for user’s mind. It’s not 
monotonous color. This gradation color has a cognition of 
the simple thing and makes the user’s mind be calm when 
seeing the first. It also has a cognition of responsible that it 
makes the user so trust with this application. Then 
collaborated with rectangle shape make this application so 
strong and so efficient and easy to use by the user. 
From all those data samples, There are 12 data which have 
same structural characteristic, they are: 14/SB3/L/C, 15/SB4/L/C, 
16/SB5/L/C, 19/BC1/L/O/C, 44/S/L/C, 45/DN1/L/C, 46/K/L/C, 
47/LD/L/C, 48/LD/L/C, 49/LD/L/C, 50/F/L/C, 51/K/L/C 
3. Operational – Cosmetics 
This structural characteristic focus on the user 
interface which contains operational aspect and cosmetic 
aspect without the existence of linguistic aspect here.  
a. Open (2/OP/O/C) 
 
 
Open icon is the user interface which creates by 
the developer to make the user find the document 
related to complete the data. 
 
Figure 4.1 Open 
Open icon consists of two aspects, operational 
aspect and cosmetic aspect. The absence of linguistic aspect 
makes a cognition that it should be understood by user 
mind without any sentence, phrase or word. Based on the 
icon, the operational aspect of how the user uses this tool 
and related to its cognition. The user has to click on the 
icon then it will open the document box on the disk of the 
computer. Then the user has to find the source of the 
document that she wants to complete. 
Then, from the icon, it is knowing that the icon 
dominated with red color, this is part of cosmetics aspect 
when the icon consists of color and shape. Red color has a 
cognition that it is a warning and the activity or something 
need to be done in the future. Combine with white color to 
make this icon looks purity, cleanliness and soft in the 
user’s mind. Then square makes a cognition of the stability, 
 
 
solidarity, natural and practical. It influenced to user’s mind 
that it is simple and easy to understand. 
c. Upper Menu 4(27/UP4/C) 
This user interface is a design to make easy the user 
when use and click the functional of arrow and setting icon. 
This user interface located in the top of the main menu. 
 
Figure 4.1.12 Upper Menu 4 
The position at the top of the menu makes this 
picture be the main interest of the user’s cognition. They 
will think that they can do something with the settings icon 
and left arrow icon. Combination of white in the brown 
color make a cognition that a clarity when combined with 
the dependability it will match and easy to understand by 
the user. Cognitively, this picture has two operational 
functions when the user can click the gear icon then it will 
go to the systematization then the user can customize what 
the user wants. The second is the left arrow icon, when the 
user sees this then the cognition is the user will click it 
when they need to go back to the previous menu of the 
application. 
 
 
There are 9 data which have same structural characteristic, 
they are: 3/SE/O/C, 4/SH/O/C, 5/ST2/O/C, 6/PL/O/C, 7/NX/O/C, 
9/CH/O/C, 28/UP5/C, 55/UBM/O/C and 56/BM/O/C. 
 
b. Linguistic – Operational – Cosmetics 
This structural characteristic consists of all aspect. 
Contain linguistic aspect, operational aspect, and cosmetic 
aspect make this structural characteristic be the complex 
structural characteristic.   
a. Sabaruci1(10/SB1/L/O/C) 
This user interface located in the opening menu. It is as 
the identity of the software also.  
 
Figure 4.4 Sabaruci1 
Having all aspects, this figure has the complex 
cognition to user’s mind, this is a figure of opening menu. 
So, it has to clear picture.  The linguistic aspect is the name 
of the software which has big letters and then makes the 
user know that the name of the software is sabaruci. Then 
there is also the identity of the developer of this software, it 
 
 
is sastra inggris which means English letters. It has a 
cognition that this software develops by English letters. 
The operational aspect of this picture is by clicking 
the picture then it will go to the main menu and the user can 
find the user interface they need to be. So, the user just has 
to wait until the menu changed and do nothing. The 
linguistic aspect is about the Unification between blue in 
the brown color make a cognition that something strong in 
the kind of responsible has its identity and dependability. 
The unification between the strong color and dark color 
make a cognition that something has the relation to each 
other. 
b. Menu Standar (40/S2/L/O/C) 
This user interface located in the main menu when 
the user has to choose which standard that they want to 
complete first. It is as the gate to open for the next menu. 
 
Figure 4.16 Menu Standar 
Dominated by rectangle shape make this picture 
looks so strong and easy to understand by the user and they 
know what they will do next. Unification between gray and 
white color make a clear cognition that formality can blend 
with a purity. The word ‘standar’ here have a meaning that 
 
 
it contains a lot of standards that the user can choose to 
complete. 
Cognitively, the user will know that they have to 1) 
click the under arrow icon 2) then choose the submenu that 
they want to complete 3) and go to another menu. It is easy 
for the user to do it with clear cognitive which direct easy 
to understand the user’s cognition. 
There are 64 data which have same structural characteristic, 
they are: 11/SB2/L/O/C, 12/LO1/L/O/C, 17/SB6/L/O/C, 
18/SB7/L/O/C, 21/ST/L/O/C, 22/PO/L/O/C, 23/SB8/L/O/C, 
29/MM/L/O/C, 30/MM1/L/O/C, 32/MM3/L/O/C, 33/MM4/L/O/C, 
41/P2/L/O/C, 42/MM5/L/O/C, 43/MM6/L/O/C, 52/DN2/L/O/C, 
53/S/L/O/C, 54/K1/L/O/C, 57/MS2/L/O/C, 58/DN2/L/O/C, 
59/MSD/L/O/C, 60/S1/L/O/C, 61/ON/L/O/C, 62/F/L/O/C, 
63/LO/L/O/C, 64/N/L/O/C, 65/SN1/L/O/C, 66/MN/L/O/C, 
67/SN2/L/O/C, 68/B/L/O/C, 69/SN3/L/O/C, 70/SN4/L/O/C, 
71/SD1/L/O/C, 72/SD2/L/O/C, 73/SD3/L/O/C, 74/SD4/L/O/C, 
75/SD5/L/O/C, 76/SD6/L/O/C, 77/SD7/L/O/C, 78/SD8/L/O/C, 
79/SD9/L/O/C, 80/SD10/L/O/C, 81/SD11/L/O/C, 82/SD12/L/O/C, 
83/SD12/L/O/C, 84/SD13/L/O/C, 85/SD14/L/O/C, 86/S/L/O/C, 
87/SD15/L/O/C, 88/SD16/L/O/C, 89/SD17/L/O/C, 
90/SD18/L/O/C, 91/SD19/L/O/C, 92/SD20/L/O/C, 
93/SD21/L/O/C, 94/SD22/L/O/C, 95/SD23/L/O/C, 
 
 
96/SD24/L/O/C, 97/SD25/L/O/C, 98/SD26/L/O/C, 
99/SD27/L/O/C, 100/SD28/L/O/C, 101/SD29/L/O/C and 
102/SD30/L/O/C. 
Based on the analysis of the structural characteristics of sabarusi’s 
user interface, the dominant structural characteristic derives from Linguistic, 
operational and cosmetic aspects. There are 64 from 102 data which represent 
all aspects. It can be concluded that this application has a complex aspect 
when the user interface contains all aspects. 
B. The implementation of the developer sabaruci’s user interface in 
regard to cognition. 
Based on the discussion of cognition, the consideration cognition 
side by linguistic has a function to develop cognition side. The researcher 
divide into three aspects, they are visual icon, textual and hybrid visual 
textual. They are the basics elements for the developer to create a 
software. Visual icon here is the function of the icon which no need the 
linguistic term to make it clear. It has been clear enough and easy to 
understand by user’s mind. Just point out of the visual thing. Then textual 
means that the user interface just focus on the text without considering the 
other aspect. It will clear understand by reading the text and then have a 
meaning of it. It related to semantic perspective. Then hybrid visual textual 
is the user interface that has both of visual and textual. It is the 
combination of nice visual with text. The text here helps the user’s mind 
more understand the user interface. Then the visual also help the user’s 
 
 
mind more understand about understand the text. This is the unification of 
both of them. 
1. Visual Icon 
This feature focus on the visual thing with the absence 
of textual thing. Just visual feature but it was clear enough to 
understand by user cognition the existence of that icon. This 
icon commonly used by the same developer to improve their 
application too. This feature using the semiotic perspective to 
elaborate the meaning without using any semantic thing. This 
semiotic perspective focus on the shape of the user interface, 
the color of the user interface and something that presented in 
the icon by the developer.  
The developer has a big consideration to use which the 
user interface that they present to appear in the user interface. 
Which color they will use and which shape they will choose to 
have in the user interface. From 102 data that researcher 
collected, there are 21 data represent the visual icon. Then the 
researcher explains one of the data which have the same 
character of visual icon. The researcher explains 7/NX/O/C and 
9/CH/O/C, it is have same structure of visual icon with 
1/AT/O/C, 2/OP/O/C, 3/SE/O/C, 4/SH/O/C, 5/ST2/O/C, 
6/PL/O/C, 27/UP4/C, 28/UP5/C, 55/UBM/O/C, 56/BM/O/C, 
24/UP1/C, 25/UP2/C, 26/UP3/C, 34/BM1/C, 35/BM2/C, 
 
 
36/BM3/C, 37/BM4/C, 38/SM1/C and 39/SM2/C. Then the 
researcher explains 7/NX/O/C and  9/CH/O/C related to its 
visual icon. 
a. Next (7/NX/O/C) 
This is the user interface when the user clicks this 
icon, then it will go to another menu. 
 
Figure 4.21 Next 
The figure above represents of visual icon which the 
figure focuses on the design and graphic. There is no text or 
letters there. It contains shape and color. Unification of two 
shapes creates a cognition. The figure above has two 
shapes, they are a rectangle and trilateral. Then dominated 
with red color. This figure just focused out on the visual 
graphics and design. Which it is can make the user easy to 
understand just by looking without no text there.  
b. Checklist (9/CH/O/C) 
 
Figure 4.22 Checklist 
 
 
 
The figure above represents of visual icon which the 
figure focuses on the design and graphic. There is no text or 
letters there. It contains shape and color. Unification of two 
shapes creates a cognition. The figure above has two 
shapes, they are around and checklist. Then dominated with 
green color. This figure just focused out on the visual 
graphics and design. Which it is can make the user easy to 
understand just by looking without no text there.  
2. Textual Element. 
Textual derived from the basic term is ‘text’ then this 
feature focus on the text without any consideration about the 
visual user’s cognition. However, the developer still using the 
consideration of the color but not focus on it. The developer 
focus on the text which they will present. Using the phrase, 
word or sentence that easy to read by the user. Choosing the 
best diction to make clear understanding based on the cognition 
o user mind. This is the important part of the developer related 
to linguistic and cognition. This is the important role. When a 
developer chooses the word that they will choose it has been 
through some experimentation to choose the best diction that 
they will use. Before the developer applies the diction in the 
application, before from it, they have been listing the 
 
 
sentence/word that they will use in the application based on 
analysis from another application first. 
From 102 data collected by the researcher, there are 61 
data which represent textual. All of them focus on the diction 
that used by developer to make the application simple and easy 
to use by the user. This 74/SD4/L/O/C and 70/SN4/L/O/C have 
same structural characteristic with 8/IA/L/O/C, 14/SB3/L/C, 
15/SB4/L/C, 16/SB5/L/C, 19/BC1/L/O/C, 20/BC2/L/O/C, 
44/S/L/C, 45/DN1/L/C, 46/K/L/C, 47/LD/L/C, 48/LD/L/C, 
49/LD/L/C, 50/F/L/C, 51/K/L/C, 57/MS2/L/O/C, 
58/DN2/L/O/C, 59/MSD/L/O/C, 60/S1/L/O/C, 61/ON/L/O/C, 
62/F/L/O/C, 63/LO/L/O/C, 64/N/L/O/C, 65/SN1/L/O/C, 
66/MN/L/O/C, 67/SN2/L/O/C, 68/B/L/O/C, 69/SN3/L/O/C, 
71/SD1/L/O/C, 72/SD2/L/O/C, 73/SD3/L/O/C, 74/SD4/L/O/C, 
75/SD5/L/O/C, 76/SD6/L/O/C, 77/SD7/L/O/C, 78/SD8/L/O/C, 
79/SD9/L/O/C, 80/SD10/L/O/C, 81/SD11/L/O/C, 
82/SD12/L/O/C, 83/SD12/L/O/C, 84/SD13/L/O/C, 
85/SD14/L/O/C, 86/S/L/O/C, 87/SD15/L/O/C, 
88/SD16/L/O/C, 89/SD17/L/O/C, 90/SD18/L/O/C, 
91/SD19/L/O/C, 92/SD20/L/O/C, 93/SD21/L/O/C, 
94/SD22/L/O/C, 95/SD23/L/O/C, 96/SD24/L/O/C, 
97/SD25/L/O/C, 98/SD26/L/O/C, 99/SD27/L/O/C, 
100/SD28/L/O/C, 101/SD29/L/O/C, 102/SD30/L/O/C which 
 
 
they focus on the text to make the cognition of user work by 
looking the user interface. 
a. SOP Dokumen 4 (D74/SD4/L/O/C) 
This is the user interface in the menu of the 
standard. the user can choose which the standard that they 
want to complete first. 
 
 
Figure 4.22 SOP Dokumen 4 
This figure focuses on the text to make the user 
understand. By looking this figure then the cognition is the 
user will finish and complete the data that it need to 
complete, then the user can continue to another document 
that needs to finish. From the textual element, the user 
knew where is the document that they want to finish. 
b. SOP Narasi 4 (70/SN4/L/O/C) 
This is the user interface in the menu of the standard. 
the user can choose which the standard that they want to 
complete first. 
 
Figure 4.22 SOP Narasi 4 
 
 
This figure focuses on the text to make the user 
understand. By looking this figure then the cognition is the 
user will finish and complete the data that it need to 
complete, then the user can continue to another document 
that needs to finish. From the textual element, the user 
knew where is the document that they want to finish. 
3. Hybrid Visual textual  
This feature focus on the text and visual. The developer 
combine the text and the visual to make the user interface clear 
and easy to understand by the user. When creating the 
application the developer gives pay more attention to the user 
interface which interesting for the user. From the 102 there are 
20 data which represent of hybrid visual textual. This 
32/MM3/L/O/C have same structural characteristic with 
10/SB1/L/O/C, 11/SB2/L/O/C, 12/LO1/L/O/C, 17/SB6/L/O/C, 
18/SB7/L/O/C, 21/ST/L/O/C, 22/PO/L/O/C, 23/SB8/L/O/C, 
29/MM/L/O/C, 30/MM1/L/O/C, 31/MM2/L/O/C, 
33/MM4/L/O/C, 40/S2/L/O/C, 41/P2/L/O/C, 42/MM5/L/O/C, 
43/MM6/L/O/C, 52/DN2/L/O/C, 53/S/L/O/C, 54/K1/L/O/C. 
 
 
 
 
 
a. Main menu 3 (32/MM3/L/O/C) 
This is the main menu of sabaruci’s user interface. The 
user can choose which standard that they want to complete 
first. 
 
Figure 4.23 Main menu 3 
This figure using both of textual and visual to make 
the user easy to understand. When it just has a visual 
element, it makes the user difficult to understand.then when 
it just has a text without any visual, then it has no meaning 
also. This element appears to complement each other. It 
will have nothing when just one element appears.   
 
 
 
b. Sabaruci2 (11/SB2/L/O/C) 
This is the opening menu of sabaruci’s user interface. The 
user can clicks when they want to continue to the main menu. 
 
Figure 4.24 Sabaruci 2 
This figure using both of textual and visual to make 
the user easy to understand. When it just has a visual 
element, it makes the user difficult to understand.then when 
it just has a text without any visual, then it has no meaning 
also. This element appears to complement each other. It 
will have nothing when just one element appears.   
Based on these analysis of the implementation the develover, the 
dominant structural characteristic derives from Linguistic, operational and 
cosmetic aspects. There are 64 from 102 data which represent all aspects. It 
can be concluded that this application has a complex aspect when the user 
interface contains all aspects. 
 
 
 
 
C. Discussions 
The discussion is an explanation of data analysis based on the 
research problem of the study. Based on the data there are 102 collected as 
the data for this research. Each of them has different linguistic aspect, 
operational aspect, and cosmetic aspect. In term of linguistic aspect, the 
researcher correlates with the semantic theory. It relates to the cognitive 
and semantic perspective about how user’s mind and it's cognitive related 
to the cognition. 
From the operational aspect, the researcher using the function of 
each user interface to explain how the user interface work in the 
application. It explains how the user interface work by the way the user 
can do. How the user clicks the user interface and then go to the next part. 
How the user interface has its function. How the user will do the cognition 
that they get from seeing the user interface. 
Then the cosmetics aspect is about how something exists by shape 
and color using semiotic perspective. The shape and the color which 
represent something strong of the user interface itself.  
According to Puustinen, Baker, and Lund, 2006 “Gestalt is a 
framework which attempted to explain human perception by showing how 
the mind can perceive organized wholes by understanding relations 
between otherwise unconnected physical stimuli”. This human perception 
has a big role in the cognition of the user’s mind, what they have to do 
 
 
after look the user interface. Gestalt theory using the orientation of goal, 
situation, action, learner, tool. The goal always relevance to the situation 
when the goal of this user interface to make the user easy to operate the 
software and related to the situation that this software used in the academic 
area. The action related to the tool and learner. The tool here is the user 
interface itself and the learner is the user then the action is the thing that 
does by the user related to its cognition. The acceptance of the cognition in 
the user interface which influences the user’s action. However then when 
tool which created by the developer is not relevance with the goal from the 
function perspective, it is called an inconsistency 
1. The inconsistency of color. 
The researcher found inconsistency in this software. 
This phenomenon appears in this research when the theory 
used by the developer is not relevance with the operational 
function by the sabaruci’s user interface. The researcher found 
two data which represent the inconsistency.  They are 
7/ST/O/C and 5/SH/O/C which has inconsistency related to 
gestalt theory. 
 
Figure 4.24 Setting 
 
 
The developer mentioned in the data which has been 
validated, red color have a cognition of warning and 
activity or something needs to be done. However, then that 
cognition is not relevant when it used in this data. This data 
is the user interface of setting when the user can set 
everything related to the application. However, it is not 
relevant when the setting here is not the activity or 
something which need to be done first. It is the optional 
user interface and the user does not have to finish this data 
first to go to the next part of the application. It means the 
red color is not appropriate when it used in this data. It 
should be another color that can be used to fill the color in 
that user interface. Based on the data validation, it can use 
the blue color which has a cognition of security and 
trustworthiness. It is appropriate with the function of this 
user interface when it is the place to set everything, it 
should be the color which has a cognition of 
trustworthiness and security too. 
Then another inconsistency is the red color also. 
These phenomena appear in the data 5/SH/O/C. This data 
represent of sharing the content in the application to the 
peripheral which connected to the application. The usability 
of red color is not appropriate with the operational function 
of this user interface. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.24 Share Icon 
The cognition analysis by the developer which 
mentioned that the red color has a cognition of warning is not 
appropriate when that user interface created not to be the 
important thing that should be done. Just like the data before 
which has been explained, this user interface is a part of the 
optional user interface when the user can use this user interface 
when they need to share the content in the application to 
another peripheral. It is being strange when the user has to 
finish this part to continue to go to another part. The function 
operational of another user interface will not be disturbed when 
this user interface is not clear at first. They will be used by the 
user to complete the content without any argue to this user 
interface. So, based on the data validation this user interface 
can use the white color which has a cognition of cleanliness 
and soft. it is appropriate with the function of the user interface 
when using the cleanliness to this user interface which has a 
kindness to share the application to another peripheral. 
 
 
Based on the inconsistency data, there is some 
probability do by the developer why appearing this 
inconsistency: 
a. The process of Alfa Beta which makes the developer 
know the probability of the application bug. 
b. It has to be shared with another peripheral to make the 
application familiar so it will not alfa beta again and 
soon legitimate. 
2. Structural of sabaruci’s user interface. 
The dominant structural characteristic derives from 
Linguistic, operational and cosmetic aspects. There are 64 from 
102 data which represent all aspects. It can be concluded that 
this application has a complex aspect when the user interface 
contains all aspects. 
3. The implementation of the sabaruci’s developer. 
The dominant element comes from textual elements. 
There are 61 from 102 data which represent textual element. It 
can be concluded that this application has a linear thing with 
the function of the application which created to be directory 
software and focus on the data storage. Text be the most 
important command of the user interface which leads the user 
to decide related to the what they do for the next. 
 
 
4. The table componential of the relation between the structural 
characteristic of sabaruci’s user interface and the 
implementation of the developer. 
The developer has more attention when creating the 
user interface related to the function operational that user 
interface itself. To make more understand the data which has 
been explained, the researcher makes the table of componential 
analysis. The table contains the whole data analysis of the user 
interface which has a correlation of its usability and cognitive 
linguistics. The Y consists of aspects which represent the 
structural characteristics of sabaruci’s user interface based on 
Esselink’s theory. Then, the X consists of elements which 
represent the implementation of the developer regard to 
cognition based on Gestalt’s theory.  
From the table then, the researcher connected the 
relation between the user cognition and the developer 
implement regard to its user interface. The researcher found 
nine points which represent its relation. However, the three 
points do not have a relation between the user’s cognition and 
the developer’s implement. 
 
 
 
             Elements 
Aspects 
Textual Visual Hybrid 
Linguistic 53 - 17 
Operational 1 12 9 
Cosmetics - 10 - 
Table 3. The componential table  
This table focuses on the analysis in the sabaruci’s user 
interface by its aspects and elements. It represents the relation 
between the user’s mind and the cognition by the developer. The 
aspects which contain linguistic, operational and cosmetic 
represent the user interface by the user’s mind using the Esselink’s 
theory and Lakoff's theory. It uses the up-down model to indicate 
the user’s mind. The user using the macro model to make a 
cognition to the user interface. First, when the user sees the user 
interface they will look it from the whole application first then after 
that, they will find the function of each user interface. It is very 
different from what the developer implement to create the 
application or the user interface.  
Elements here represent the implementation of the 
developer when creating the application. The elements consist of 
textual, visual and hybrid. When creating the application, the 
developer using the down-up. The developer using the micro 
model to make a cognition to the user interface. First, the developer 
will focus on the small data and small thing. Then collect it until 
 
 
the data has been finished and then united into whole data. Then 
create the whole application using these small data.  
Based on the table, the researcher analyze that the user and 
the developer have same cognition regard to the user interface 
which creates the role of cognitive linguistic here works. It is 
proved from the data in the table. The researcher analyzes the data 
into nine types as follows:  
a. Linguistic – Textual 
The first types is linguistic-textual which have 53 data 
which represent the user interface which uses the phrase, word, 
and sentence to show the command to the user. This types 
dependent on the text to create the user’s mind appropriate with 
the command by the developer when creating the user 
interface. These data are the user interface of sabaruci which 
contain phrase, word or sentence. Then the user forced to do 
the command after seeing the user interface which contains 
textual thing. There are 53 data which represent this type: 
22/PO/L/O/C, 41/P2/L/O/C, 44/S/L/C, 45/DN1/L/C, 46/K/L/C, 
47/LD/L/C, 48/LD/L/C, 49/LD/L/C, 50/F/L/C, 51/K/L/C, 
60/S1/L/O/C, 61/ON/L/O/C, 62/F/L/O/C, 63/LO/L/O/C, 
64/N/L/O/C, 65/SN1/L/O/C, 66/MN/L/O/C, 67/SN2/L/O/C, 
68/B/L/O/C, 69/SN3/L/O/C, 70/SN4/L/O/C, 71/SD1/L/O/C, 
72/SD2/L/O/C, 73/SD3/L/O/C, 74/SD4/L/O/C, 75/SD5/L/O/C, 
 
 
76/SD6/L/O/C, 77/SD7/L/O/C, 78/SD8/L/O/C, 79/SD9/L/O/C, 
80/SD10/L/O/C, 81/SD11/L/O/C, 82/SD12/L/O/C, 
83/SD12/L/O/C, 84/SD13/L/O/C, 85/SD14/L/O/C, 
86/S/L/O/C, 87/SD15/L/O/C, 88/SD16/L/O/C, 
89/SD17/L/O/C, 90/SD18/L/O/C, 91/SD19/L/O/C, 
92/SD20/L/O/C, 93/SD21/L/O/C, 94/SD22/L/O/C, 
95/SD23/L/O/C, 96/SD24/L/O/C, 97/SD25/L/O/C, 
98/SD26/L/O/C, 99/SD27/L/O/C, 100/SD28/L/O/C, 
101/SD29/L/O/C, 102/SD30/L/O/C. 
b. Linguistic – Visual 
No found data in this type regard to the sabaruci. This 
type actually focuses on the user interface which has the 
structural characteristic as linguistic aspect and support with 
the visual thing. The researcher no found this data in this 
application. 
c. Linguistic – Hybrid 
This type has 17 data which represent the existence of 
the user interface which has linguistic aspect then contain both 
textual and visual. This type focus on the user interface which 
contains text and appears the visual element also to make it 
clear that the user interface can work by that aspect and 
element. The data are: 8/IA/L/O/C, 10/SB1/L/O/C, 
11/SB2/L/O/C, 14/SB3/L/C, 15/SB4/L/C, 16/SB5/L/C, 
19/BC1/L/O/C, 20/BC2/L/O/C, 23/SB8/L/O/C, 29/MM/L/O/C, 
 
 
30/MM1/L/O/C, 31/MM2/L/O/C, 32/MM3/L/O/C, 
33/MM4/L/O/C, 42/MM5/L/O/C, 43/MM6/L/O/C, 
52/DN2/L/O/C 
d. Operational – Textual 
The user interface which has a function but just 
supported by the text without any support from the visual 
element. The researcher just found one data which represent 
this type. It is 53/S/L/O/C. 
e. Operational – Visual 
This type focus on the user interface which has the 
operational function and supported with visual element. Then 
the user force to follow the command by the look the visual 
element which appears in the user interface. The researcher 
found 12 data which represent this types, they are: 1/AT/O/C, 
2/OP/O/C, 3/SE/O/C, 4/SH/O/C, 5/ST2/O/C, 6/PL/O/C, 
7/NX/O/C, 9/CH/O/C, 27/UP4/C, 28/UP5/C, 55/UBM/O/C, 
56/BM/O/C. 
 
f. Operational – Hybrid 
Appearing the user interface which has a function and 
supports both of textual and visual. This type gives the easier 
for the user to do the command of the user interface. The 
researcher found 9 data, they are: 12/LO1/L/O/C, 
17/SB6/L/O/C, 18/SB7/L/O/C, 21/ST/L/O/C, 23/SB8/L/O/C, 
 
 
29/MM/L/O/C, 31/MM2/L/O/C, 32/MM3/L/O/C, 
33/MM4/L/O/C 
g. Cosmetics – Textual 
No found data in this type regard to the sabaruci. This 
type actually focuses on the user interface which has the 
structural characteristic as cosmetics aspect and support with 
the textual thing. The researcher no found this data in this 
application. 
 
h. Cosmetics – Visual 
This type contains the user interface which has cosmetic 
aspect and visual element but there is no functionality there. 
The user interface which just uses the identity or the sign of 
something related to the application. There are 10 data which 
represent this type, 24/UP1/C, 25/UP2/C, 26/UP3/C, 
34/BM1/C, 35/BM2/C, 36/BM3/C, 37/BM4/C, 38/SM1/C, 
39/SM2/C and 40/S2/L/O/C. 
 
i. Cosmetics – Hybrid 
No found data in this type regard to the sabaruci. This 
type actually focuses on the user interface which has the 
structural characteristic as cosmetics aspect and support with 
both of textual and visual thing. The researcher no found this 
data in this application. 
 
 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
After searching and explaining some user interface related to the cognitive 
linguistics in sabaruci, the researcher goes to the conclusion. This chapter 
presents conclusion and suggestions related to what has analyzed and discussed.  
A. Conclusions 
Based on the analysis the user interface in sabaruci using the perspective 
of Cognitive linguistic, the researcher has drawn the conclusion as 
follows: 
1. The user interface of sabaruci has four structural characteristics. The 
structural characteristics are Cosmetics, Operational-Cosmetics, 
Linguistic-Cosmetics, and Linguistic-Operational-Cosmetic. 67 out of 
102 data refers to the Linguistic-Operational-Cosmetic aspects. It 
indicates that most user interface in sabaruci have a complex structural 
to the user’s mind and make a cognition of the user that the application 
has all aspect then the user has to consider when open the application. 
2. The implementation of sabaruci’s developer has three elements in 
regard to cognition. They are textual element, visual icon, and hybrid. 
The dominant element is textual element which represents of 61 from 
102 data. It indicates that it is linear with the function of the 
application as directory software and makes a cognition of the user that 
the application has a textual command, then the user has noticed more 
on the text when open this application 
 
 
 
B. Suggestions 
Based on the conclusion above, the researcher suggests: 
1. For the developer 
The researcher hopes that the developer will have big 
consideration when design the user interface for their application. Then 
have a consideration of the linguistic aspect, operational aspect and 
cosmetic aspect related to the cognitive linguistics. 
2. For another researcher 
The researcher expects to the next researcher to prepare well in 
conducting the research to develop the knowledge about Cognitive 
Linguistic. It will make a contribution to linguistics. 
 
3. For The Students 
This research can be used as a conception and reference for 
doing the research related to the linguistic study. The students may 
take any of analysis procedure of this research in order to get an 
overview to conduct another analysis linguistic study. The researcher 
hopes all the students may deliver the more disciplinary analysis and 
astonish research. 
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Appendices 1 
TABLE OF DATA NUMBER 
DATA 
NUMBER 
DATA 
SABARUCI 
INITIAL 
ASPECTS 
Linguistic Operational Cosmetics 
1/AT/O/C 
 
 
Attention  - - V 
2/OP/O/C 
 
Open - V V 
3/SE/O/C 
 
Search - V V 
4/SH/O/C 
 
Share - V V 
5/ST2/O/C 
 
Setting2 - V V 
 
 
6/PL/O/C 
 
Play  - V V 
7/NX/O/C 
 
Next - V V 
8/IA/L/O/C 
 
IAIN V - V 
9/CH/O/C 
 
Checklist - V V 
10/SB1/L/O/C 
 
Sabaruci1 V V V 
11/SB2/L/O/C 
 
Sabaruci2 V V V 
12/LO1/L/O/C  Loading1 V V V 
14/SB3/L/C 
 
Sabaruci3 V - V 
15/SB4/L/C 
 
Sabaruci4 V - V 
16/SB5/L/C 
 
Sabaruci5 V - V 
 
 
17/SB6/L/O/C 
 
Sabaruci6 V V V 
18/SB7/L/O/C 
 
Sabaruci7 V V V 
19/BC1/L/O/C 
 
Background1 V - V 
20/BC2/L/O/C 
 
Background2 V - V 
21/ST/L/O/C 
 
Standar 1 V V V 
22/PO/L/O/C 
 
Progress 1 V V V 
23/SB8/L/O/C 
 
Sabaruci8 V V V 
24/UP1/C   Upper Menu 
1 
- - V 
25/UP2/C  Upper Menu 
2 
- - V 
26/UP3/C  Upper Menu 
3 
- - V 
27/UP4/C  Upper Menu 
4 
- V V 
28/UP5/C  Upper Menu 
5 
- V V 
 
 
29/MM/L/O/C 
 
Main menu V V V 
30/MM1/L/O/C 
 
Main menu 1 V V V 
31/MM2/L/O/C 
 
Main Menu 2 V V V 
32/MM3/L/O/C 
 
Main Menu 3 V V V 
33/MM4/L/O/C 
 
Main Menu 4 V V V 
34/BM1/C  Bottom 
Menu 1 
- - V 
35/BM2/C  Bottom 
Menu 2 
- - V 
36/BM3/C  Bottom 
Menu 3 
- - V 
37/BM4/C  Bottom 
Menu 4 
- - V 
 
 
38/SM1/C 
 
Side Menu 1 - - V 
39/SM2/C 
 
Side Menu 2 - - V 
40/S2/L/O/C 
 
Standar 2 V V V 
41/P2/L/O/C 
 
Progress 2 V V V 
42/MM5/L/O/C 
 
Main Menu 5 V V V 
43/MM6/L/O/C 
 
Main Menu 6 V V V 
44/S/L/C 
 
Standar V - V 
45/DN1/L/C  Dokumen V - V 
 
 
dan Narasi 1 
46/K/L/C 
 
Keterangan V - V 
47/LD/L/C 
 
Lokasi 
Dokumen 
V - V 
48/LD/L/C  Online V - V 
49/LD/L/C  Lokal  V - V 
50/F/L/C  Fisik  V - V 
51/K/L/C 
 
Kelengkapan V - V 
52/DN2/L/O/C 
 
Dokumen 
dan Narasi 2 
V V V 
53/S/L/O/C 
 
Save V V V 
54/K1/L/O/C  Kelengkapan
1 
V V V 
55/UBM/O/C  Upper box 
menu 
- V V 
56/BM/O/C 
 
Box Menu - V V 
57/MS2/L/O/C 
 
Standar 2 V V V 
58/DN2/L/O/C 
 
Dokumen 
dan Narasi 3 
V V V 
 
 
59/MSD/L/O/C 
 
Menu SOP 
Dokumen 
V V V 
60/S1/L/O/C  SOP 1 V V V 
61/ON/L/O/C 
 
Online V V V 
62/F/L/O/C 
 
Fisik V V V 
63/LO/L/O/C  Lokal V V V 
64/N/L/O/C 
 
Narasi V V V 
65/SN1/L/O/C 
 
SOP Narasi 1 V V V 
66/MN/L/O/C 
 
Menu Narasi V V V 
67/SN2/L/O/C  SOP Narasi 2 V V V 
68/B/L/O/C 
 
Belum V V V 
69/SN3/L/O/C 
 
SOP Narasi 3 V V V 
70/SN4/L/O/C  SOP Narasi 4 V V V 
71/SD1/L/O/C  SOP 
Dokumen 1 
V V V 
72/SD2/L/O/C  SOP 
Dokumen 2 
V V V 
73/SD3/L/O/C  SOP 
Dokumen 3 
V V V 
74/SD4/L/O/C  SOP 
Dokumen 4 
V V V 
 
 
75/SD5/L/O/C 
 
SOP 
Dokumen 5 
V V V 
76/SD6/L/O/C 
 
SOP 
Dokumen 6 
V V V 
77/SD7/L/O/C 
 
SOP 
Dokumen 7 
V V V 
78/SD8/L/O/C 
 
SOP 
Dokumen 8 
V V V 
79/SD9/L/O/C 
 
SOP 
Dokumen 9 
V V V 
80/SD10/L/O/C 
 
SOP 
Dokumen 10 
V V V 
81/SD11/L/O/C 
 
SOP 
Dokumen 11 
V V V 
82/SD12/L/O/C 
 
SOP 
Dokumen 12 
V V V 
83/SD12/L/O/C 
 
SOP 
Dokumen 12 
V V V 
84/SD13/L/O/C 
 
SOP 
Dokumen 13 
V V V 
85/SD14/L/O/C 
 
SOP 
Dokumen 14 
V V V 
86/S/L/O/C 
 
Sudah V V V 
87/SD15/L/O/C 
 
SOP 
Dokumen 15 
V V V 
 
 
88/SD16/L/O/C 
 
SOP 
Dokumen 16 
V V V 
89/SD17/L/O/C 
 
SOP 
Dokumen 17 
V V V 
90/SD18/L/O/C  SOP 
Dokumen 18 
V V V 
91/SD19/L/O/C 
 
SOP 
Dokumen 19 
V V V 
92/SD20/L/O/C 
 
SOP 
Dokumen 20 
V V V 
93/SD21/L/O/C 
 
SOP 
Dokumen 21 
V V V 
94/SD22/L/O/C 
 
SOP 
Dokumen 22 
V V V 
95/SD23/L/O/C 
 
SOP 
Dokumen 23 
V V V 
96/SD24/L/O/C 
 
SOP 
Dokumen 24 
V V V 
97/SD25/L/O/C 
 
SOP 
Dokumen 25 
V V V 
98/SD26/L/O/C 
 
SOP 
Dokumen 26 
V V V 
99/SD27/L/O/C 
 
SOP 
Dokumen 27 
V V V 
 
 
100/SD28/L/O/
C 
 
SOP 
Dokumen 28 
V V V 
101/SD29/L/O/
C 
 
SOP 
Dokumen 29 
V V V 
102/SD30/L/O/
C 
 
SOP 
Dokumen 30 
V V V 
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Appendices 3 
 DATA ANALYSIS OF SABARUCI’S USER INTERFACE  
 BY COGNITIVE LINGUISTIC PERSPECTIVE 
 
Data  DATA ASPECTS FIELDS EXPLANATION COGNITION 
1. 
 
Linguistic - -  The presence of exclamatory signal presented 
within a circle indicates that the users need to 
pay a strong attention to the icon since it 
requires the users to execute conditional 
requirements before proceeding to the next 
menu.  
 Cognitively this implication indicates 
linearity with the implied meaning behind big 
and small cirlces and the color red. The color 
white implies no linearity in its implied 
metaphorical meaning but the contrast level 
of white supports the sense of important 
message when blended with the color red.   
 In event structure metaphor, as the core of 
cognitive linguistics, this icon signifies 
procedural steps of responding to an 
important message. This response is executed 
through the presence of white exclamatory 
icon in red circle, instructing the users to (a) 
Operational Attention 
Required Field   
The users need to 
fill the required 
field. 
Cosmetics Red Warning, Activity 
(something needs 
to be done). 
White Purity, Cleanliness, 
Soft. 
Big Circle Unity, Cycle, 
attract, attention. 
Small Circle Unity, Cycle, 
attract, attention. 
Oval community, 
friendship, love, 
relationships and 
unity 
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move the mouse to the icon, (b) click the icon 
to pop up the required information, (c) fill the 
requirements 
2. 
 
Linguistic - -  The existence of an arrow in the hollow 
square give the pressure that it need 
something to finish because of lack some 
data. The arrow means to point something and 
through it. The hollow square clarify that it 
still need something to make full of square. 
 Unification of red and white make a clear 
cognition that it is a virtual machine that user 
have to be finish. 
 By clicking the icon it will open another 
menu and full the hollow of lack the data. 
Right clicking will be nothing because it work 
by left clicking. 
Operational Click Find for the source 
data. 
Cosmetics Red Warning, Activity 
(something needs 
to be done). 
White Purity, Cleanliness, 
Soft. 
Square Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
Arrow Points to 
Hollow Square Facing an empty 
center. 
 
3. 
 
Linguistic - -  Picture of Microscope exist in this data make 
a clear cognition that it is need to find 
something. The existence of hollow square 
also can be used as a sign there is something 
need to be find. 
 The cognition of red and white used to make 
as a sign that the user need to require it for the 
next continuous use. 
Operational Find the document Need to be finish 
Cosmetics Red Warning, Activity 
(something needs 
to be done) 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
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Square Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
 Clicking its will have a source of data that 
you needed for the next step. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
microscopet icon Finding 
5. 
 
Linguistic - -  Represent the idea of the single node on the 
left spreading out to two others on the right. 
 That is share icon for android.It is also used to 
web to share to sosmed/ 
 Red as an accent can immediately focus 
attention on a particular element. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Operational Share document Sharing the 
information to 
some options. 
Cosmetics Red Warning, Activity 
(something needs 
to be done) 
Transparant 
(background) 
Neutral (windows) 
Circle Unity, Cycle, 
attract, attention. 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
3 circle Unity, Cycle, 
attract, attention. 
Trilateral shape power, science, 
religion and law 
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6. 
 
Linguistic - -  Gear is very important in machine world, 
thats why the developer create this picture to 
make sure that this picture is important also. 
Adding with the red color can make a 
pressure also that it is very strong important 
picture. 
 Set as you want by clicking its and have the 
user want from it. 
Operational Set Choose the best 
setting that user 
want 
Cosmetics Red Warning, Activity 
(something needs 
to be done) 
Gear Main reins. 
7. 
 
Linguistic - -  White triangle in the red circle means the 
existence of the power of that triangle in the 
unity of its circle. To make a clear existence 
white in red have a clear meaning of the 
existence of required. 
 Clicking its white triangle will make you to 
start something, it is a sign of how you start 
something by clicking it. 
Operational Click the white 
triangle 
Start the 
application 
Cosmetics Red Warning, Activity 
(something needs 
to be done) 
Round Unity, Cycle, 
attract, attention. 
Triangle power, science, 
religion 
 
8. 
 
Linguistic - -  An arrow have the cognition to point 
something. 
 It will bring you to find another menu with 
different job desk also. 
 Red is needed here to make clear that it is 
important also so you have to attention on it. 
 By clicking the arrow you will go to right 
menu and see another menu based on the next 
Operational click Go to the next 
menu 
Cosmetics Red Warning, Activity 
(something needs 
to be done) 
Right Arrow Point to right 
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step of the software. 
9. 
 
Linguistic IAIN Surakarta Company logo  The company logo of the institution that 
develop the application to make an identity. 
 Green here have a meaning of that institution 
under ministry of religion. 
 The existence of Arabic letters means that this 
institution close to the Islamic thing. 
 The cognition is when we see this picture we 
will know the developer of the software and 
easy to contact or have some ideas through 
this software. 
(Arabic) Islamic  
Operational - - 
Cosmetics Green Completion 
10. 
 
Linguistic - -  White Checklist on green round have a 
meaning that something has done before. 
 The cognition of this picture when user see 
this and then know that something was in the 
right part. 
 There is no existing operational means that it 
just to be inform not to find or search 
something again 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Operational Completion Done menu 
Cosmetics Green Completion 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
Round Unity, Cycle, 
attract, attention. 
Checklist The rightness 
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11. 
 
Linguistic SABARUCI Application name  The name of the software have to be the big 
letters and then make the user know that the 
name of the software is SABARUCI.  
 By clicking the picture then it will go to the 
main menu and the user can find the user 
interface they need to be. 
 Unification between blue in the brown color 
make a cognition that something strong in the 
kind of responsible have its identity and 
dependability.The unification between the 
strong color and dark color make a cognition 
that something have the relation each other. 
 Sastra Inggris Identity 
Operational - - 
Cosmetics Blue Dependability, 
Security, integrity, 
trustworthiness. 
Dark Blue Dependability, 
Security, integrity, 
trustworthiness. 
Brown Simplicity, 
Stability 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
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Orange Energy, Happiness, 
Vitality 
Asymmetrical 
Rectangle 
Modernism, 
movement, energy, 
vitality 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
Round Unity, Cycle, 
attract, attention. 
 
Triangle have a good 
association with 
power, science, 
religion 
12. 
 
Linguistic SABARUCI Application name  The name of the software have to be the big 
letters and then make the user know that the 
name of the software is SABARUCI.  
 By clicking the picture then it will go to the 
main menu and the user can find the user 
interface that they need to be. 
 Unification between blue in the brown color 
make a cognition that something strong in the 
kind of responsible have its identity and 
dependability. 
 The unification between the strong color and 
dark color make a cognition that something 
Sastra Inggris Identity 
Operational Clicking  Go to main menu 
Cosmetics Blue Dependability, 
Security, integrity, 
trustworthiness. 
 
Brown Simplicity, Stability 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Orange  Energy, 
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Happiness, Vitality 
 
have the relation each other 
Asymmetrical 
Rectangle 
Modernism, 
movement, energy, 
vitality 
2 Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
Round community, 
friendship, love, 
relationships and 
unity 
Triangle have a good 
association with 
power, science, 
religion 
13.  Linguistic Loading bsuhsus 93 (font) 
Universal and 
clarity, simple 
 Loading means that the user have to wait 
something to complete it. 
 Red color make a clear cognition that it is 
need to be focus on. 
 When we have done to click something then 
we have to wait it until the three dot done by 
itself. 
 
Operational Waiting dot by dot Finish with three 
dots 
Cosmetics Red Warning, Activity 
(something needs 
to be done) 
3 dot 
 
 
Continuous of 
progress 
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15. 
 
Linguistic SABARUCI Application name  The identity in the name of the software that 
the user could see clearly. 
 Exist in brown color to make a clear cognition 
of the dependability of its name and represent 
the simple application. 
Operational - - 
Cosmetics White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Dark brown Simplicity, Stability 
Rectangle  Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
16. 
 
Linguistic SABARUCI Application name  The identity in the name of the software that 
the user could see clearly. 
 Exist in brown color to make a clear cognition 
of the dependability of its name and represent 
the simple application 
Operational - - 
Cosmetics White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Brown Simplicity, Stability 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
17. 
 
Linguistic SABARUCI Application name  Transition from classical to modern, 
perfectionist 
 Suitable for logo, unique, contrast between 
thin and thick 
 Consistent 
 Square : honest traditional loyal energy 
Operational - - 
Cosmetics Blue  Dependabili
ty, Security, 
integrity, 
trustworthiness. 
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White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
18. 
 
Linguistic SABARUCI Application name  The name of the software have to be the big 
letters and then make the user know that the 
name of the software is SABARUCI.  
 By clicking the picture then it will go to the 
main menu and the user can find the user 
interface that they need to be. 
 Unification between blue in the brown color 
make a cognition that something strong in the 
kind of responsible have its identity and 
dependability. 
 The unification between the strong color and 
dark color make a cognition that something 
have the relation each other 
Operational - - 
Cosmetics Blue Dependability, 
Security, integrity, 
trustworthiness. 
Dark Blue Dependability, 
Security, integrity, 
trustworthiness. 
Brown Simplicity, Stability 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Orange Energy, Happiness, 
Vitality 
2 Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
Free Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
Triangle have a good 
association with 
power, science, 
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religion 
Round community, 
friendship, love, 
relationships and 
unity 
19. 
 
Linguistic SABARUCI Application Name  The main menu of the application which there 
are a lot of menu that you can explore. 
 The existence the gradation of grey make 
more formality in the transparent menu. 
 It make a cognition that this software need 
more about the formality, the user perhaps 
need to see more when they have to click 
something because of that transparency. 
Operational Clicking the menu Go to the main 
menu 
Cosmetics Orange Energy, Happiness, 
Vitality 
3 Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
Gradation of Grey  Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
  
 
20. 
 
Linguistic SABARUCI Application Name  The existence of sabaruci in the bottom corner 
make a cognition its identity. 
 The gradation of grey mead of formality that 
this application used for formal setting and 
needed in institution. 
Operational - - 
Cosmetics Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
Gradation of Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
21. 
 
Linguistic SABARUCI Application Name  The existence of sabaruci in the bottom corner 
make a cognition its identity. Operational - - 
Cosmetics Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
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Natural, Practical.  The gradation of blue make a cognition that 
this software is so simple with the big of 
responsibility in the inside of its application. 
Gradation of blue  Dependabili
ty, Security, 
integrity, 
trustworthiness. 
22. 
 
Linguistic Standar 1 Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 There 7 boxes which represent the existence 
of the menu. 
 It is the main menu of this application that can 
you explore. 
 The blue color chosen make the cognition of 
this application is having the big 
responsibility. 
Standar 2 Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
Standar 3 Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
Standar 4 Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
Standar 5 Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
Standar 6 Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
Standar 7 Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
Operational Clicking the box Go to the menu 
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Cosmetics Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
Blue  Dependabili
ty, Security, 
integrity, 
trustworthiness. 
 
23. 
 
Linguistic Progress Increasing the data  Increasing of the data in the application is the 
cognition the picture. 
 Progress means that there is some increasing 
in the application that you have to wait when 
you ned something. 
Operational - - 
Cosmetics White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Blue  Dependabili
ty, Security, 
integrity, 
trustworthiness. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
24. 
 
Linguistic - -  The main menu of the application which there 
are a lot of menu that you can explore. 
 The existence the gradation of grey make 
more formality in the transparent menu. 
Operational Clicking Go to another 
menu 
Cosmetics Gradation of grey  Moody, 
Conservative, 
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Formality 
 
 It make a cognition that this software need 
more about the formality, the user perhaps 
need to see more when they have to click 
something because of that tranparency. 
Brown  Simplicity, 
Stability 
 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
25.  Linguistic - -  It called the identity of menu because it 
located in the up of the menu. Another 
function is the boundary of the menu when 
the user can classify where is the menu and 
where is the sub menu. It makes the user easy 
to classify. 
 The combination the white small rectangle In 
the big blue rectangle represent that the 
application have a big benefit for the user 
which still sets out the purity and 
professionalism.  
 Operational function is not exist here because 
the picture just have the cosmetics aspect. 
When we see this picture, cognitively the user 
will do nothing because there is no 
operational aspect there which can the user 
do. 
Operational - - 
Cosmetics Blue Simplicity, Stability 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
2 Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
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26.  Linguistic - -  This picture appear in the up of the menu with 
the icon of the hand which ready to write. It 
has meaning that the application is ready to 
know what is the name of the menu, then 
under this picture there will be a lot of the sub 
menu. 
 The white small rectangle combine with the 
blue brown rectangle have a cognition that 
will be a big strength of the application when 
it can be so simple but have a big function. 
 Operational function is not exist here because 
the picture just have the cosmetics aspect. 
When we see this picture, cognitively the user 
will do nothing because there is no 
operational aspect there which can the user 
do. 
Operational - - 
Cosmetics Brown Simplicity, Stability 
White Purity, Cleanliness, 
Soft. 
2 Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
27.  Linguistic - -  This picture appear in the up of the menu with 
the icon of the hand which ready to write. It 
has meaning that the application is ready to 
know what is the name of the menu, then 
under this picture there will be a lot of the sub 
menu. 
 The black small rectangle combine with the 
blue brown rectangle have a cognition that an 
elegance application appear for the useful 
application which have a lot of function. 
 Operational function is not exist here because 
the picture just have the cosmetics aspect. 
Operational - - 
Cosmetics Blue  Dependabili
ty, Security, 
integrity, 
trustworthiness. 
 
Black Formality, 
timelessness, 
Prestige. 
2 Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
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Natural, Practical. When we see this picture, cognitively the user 
will do nothing because there is no 
operational aspect there which can the user 
do. 
28.  Linguistic - -  The position in the top of menu make this 
picture be the main interest of the user’s 
cognition. They will think that they can do 
something with the set icon and left arrow 
icon. 
 Combination of white in the brown color 
make a cognition that a clarity when 
combined with the dependability it will match 
and easy to understand by the user. 
 Cognitively, this picture have two operational 
function when the user can click the gear icon 
then it will go to the systematization then the 
user can customize what the user want. The 
second is the left arrow icon, when the user 
see this then the cognition is the user will 
click it when they need to go back to previous 
menu of the application. 
Operational Set the systematization Find the user want 
to customize their 
application 
Go back Back to one menu 
before 
Cosmetics Brown  Simplicity, 
Stability 
 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
Left Arrow Back 
Gear Main reins 
29.  Linguistic - -  The position in the top of menu make this 
picture be the main interest of the user’s 
cognition. They will think that they can do 
something with the set icon and left arrow 
icon. 
 Combination of white in the blue color make 
Operational Set the systematization Find the user want 
to customize their 
application 
 Go back Back to one menu 
before 
Cosmetics Blue  Dependabili
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ty, Security, 
integrity, 
trustworthiness. 
 
a cognition that a clarity when combined with 
the calm color it will match and easy to 
understand by the user. 
 Cognitively, this picture have two operational 
function when the user can click the gear icon 
then it will go to the systematization then the 
user can customize what the user want. The 
second is the left arrow icon, when the user 
see this then the cognition is the user will 
click it when they need to go back to previous 
menu of the application. 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
Left Arrow  
Gear  
30. 
 
Linguistic - -  The main menu of the application which there 
are a lot of menu that you can explore. 
 The existence the gradation of grey make 
more formality in the transparent menu. 
 It make a cognition that this software need 
more about the formality, the user perhaps 
need to see more when they have to click 
something because of that tranparency. 
Operational - - 
Cosmetics Gradation of grey  Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
 
Blue Dependability, 
Security, integrity, 
trustworthiness. 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Brown Simplicity, Stability 
Red Warning, Activity 
(something needs 
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to be done) 
6 Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
31. 
 
Linguistic - -  The main menu of the application which there 
are a lot of menu that you can explore. 
 The existence the gradation of grey make 
more formality in the transparent menu. 
 It make a cognition that this software need 
more about the formality, the user perhaps 
need to see more when they have to click 
something because of that tranparency. 
Operational - - 
Cosmetics Gradation of grey  Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
 
Brown  Simplicity, 
Stability 
 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
32. 
 
Linguistic - -  The main menu of the application which there 
are a lot of menu that you can explore. 
 The existence the gradation of blue make 
more formality in the transparent menu. 
 It make a cognition that this software need 
more about the formality, the user perhaps 
Operational - - 
Cosmetics Gradation of grey  Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
 
Dark Blue Dependability, 
Security, integrity, 
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trustworthiness. need to see more when they have to click 
something because of that tranparency. Blue Dependability, 
Security, integrity, 
trustworthiness. 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Red Warning, Activity 
(something needs 
to be done) 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
33. 
 
Linguistic - -  There 7 boxes which represent the existence 
of the menu. 
 It is the main menu of this application that can 
you explore. 
 The blue color chosen make the cognition of 
this application is having the big 
responsibility. 
Operational - - 
Cosmetics Blue Dependability, 
Security, integrity, 
trustworthiness. 
Gradation of Blue Dependability, 
Security, integrity, 
trustworthiness. 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Pink Warning, Activity 
(something needs 
to be done) 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
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Natural, Practical. 
Left Arrow Back 
Gear Main reins 
34. 
 
Linguistic Standar 1 Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 There 7 boxes which represent the existence 
of the menu. 
 It is the main menu of this application that can 
you explore. 
 The brown color chosen make the cognition 
of this application is having the big 
dependability. 
Standar 2 Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
Standar 3 Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
Standar 4 Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
Standar 5 Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
Standar 6 Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
Standar 7 Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
Progress Waiting 
Operational - - 
Cosmetics Gradation of brown  Simplicity, 
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Stability 
 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Green New Beginnings, 
Abundance, Nature 
Brown Simplicity, Stability 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
Arrow Back 
Gear Main Reins 
35.  Linguistic - -  The blue rectangle represent that the 
application have a big benefit for the user 
which still sets out the responsible and 
professionalism.  
 Operational function is not exist here because 
the picture just have the cosmetics aspect. 
When we see this picture, cognitively the user 
will do nothing because there is no 
operational aspect there which can the user 
do. 
Operational - - 
Cosmetics Blue  Dependabili
ty, Security, 
integrity, 
trustworthiness. 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
36.  Linguistic - -  The blue rectangle represent that the 
Operational - - 
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Cosmetics Brown Simplicity, Stability application have a big benefit for the user 
which still sets out the dependability and 
professionalism.  
 Operational function is not exist here because 
the picture just have the cosmetics aspect. 
When we see this picture, cognitively the user 
will do nothing because there is no 
operational aspect there which can the user 
do. 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
37.  Linguistic - -  The pink rectangle represent that the 
application have a big benefit for the user 
which still sets out the passion of the 
developer when develop the application and 
professionalism of the developer. 
 Operational function is not exist here because 
the picture just have the cosmetics aspect. 
When we see this picture, cognitively the user 
will do nothing because there is no 
operational aspect there which can the user 
do. 
Operational - - 
Cosmetics Pink Warning, Activity 
(something needs 
to be done) 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
38.  Linguistic - -  The green rectangle represent that the 
application have a big benefit for the user 
which still sets out the naturality and 
efficiency of the application. 
 Operational function is not exist here because 
the picture just have the cosmetics aspect. 
When we see this picture, cognitively the user 
will do nothing because there is no 
Operational - - 
Cosmetics Green New Beginnings, 
Abundance, Nature 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
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operational aspect there which can the user 
do. 
39. 
 
Linguistic - -  The gradation of blue rectangle represent that 
the application have a big benefit for the user 
which still sets out the dependability and 
efficiency of the application. 
 Operational function is not exist here because 
the picture just have the cosmetics aspect. 
When we see this picture, cognitively the user 
will do nothing because there is no 
operational aspect there which can the user 
do. 
Operational - - 
Cosmetics Gradation of Blue Dependability, 
Security, integrity, 
trustworthiness. 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
40. 
 
Linguistic - -  The gradation of grey rectangle represent that 
the application have a big benefit for the user 
which still sets out the dependability and 
efficiency of the application. 
 Operational function is not exist here because 
the picture just have the cosmetics aspect. 
When we see this picture, cognitively the user 
will do nothing because there is no 
operational aspect there which can the user 
do. 
Operational - - 
Cosmetics Gradation of Brown Simplicity, Stability 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
41. 
 
Linguistic Standar 1 Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 There 7 boxes which represent the existence 
of the menu. 
 It is the main menu of this application that can Standar 2 Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
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Standar 3 Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
you explore. 
 The brown color chosen make the cognition 
of this application is having the big 
dependability 
Standar 4 Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
Standar 5 Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
Standar 6 Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
Standar 7 Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
Operational Click the sub menu Go to next menu 
Cosmetics Brown Simplicity, Stability 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
42. 
 
Linguistic Progress Increasing the data  Increasing of the data in the application is the 
cognition the picture. 
 Progress means that there is some increasing 
in the application that you have to wait when 
you ned something. 
Operational - - 
Cosmetics Brown Simplicity, Stability 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
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Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
43. 
 
Linguistic Standar 1 Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 There 7 boxes which represent the existence 
of the menu. 
 It is the main menu of this application that can 
you explore. 
 The brown color chosen make the cognition 
of this application is having the big 
dependability 
Standar 2 Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
Standar 3 Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
Standar 4 Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
Standar 5 Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
Standar 6 Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
Standar 7 Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
Progress Waiting 
Operational - - 
Cosmetics Blue Dependability, 
Security, integrity, 
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trustworthiness. 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
44. 
 
Linguistic Standar 1 Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 There 7 boxes which represent the existence 
of the menu. 
 It is the main menu of this application that can 
you explore. 
 The brown color chosen make the cognition 
of this application is having the big 
dependability 
Standar 2 Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
Standar 3 Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
Standar 4 Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
Standar 5 Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
Standar 6 Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
Standar 7 Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
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Progress Waiting 
Operational - - 
Cosmetics Brown Simplicity, Stability 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
45. 
 
Linguistic Standar  Camber font : 
modern, 
contemporary, 
efficiency 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
picture looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user and they know what they will do next. 
Unification between gray and white color 
make a clear cognition that formality can 
blend with a purity. 
 The word ‘standar’ here have a meaning that 
it contain a lot of standard that the user can 
choose to complete. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition.  
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle  Stability, 
Solidity, Natural, 
Practical. 
Exclamatory icon Need to be fill up 
46. 
 
Linguistic Dokumen dan narasi Camber font :  Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
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modern, 
contemporary, 
efficiency 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user.Unification between gray and white 
color make a clear cognition of formality and 
purity. 
 This is the box field when the user want to 
choose what kind of document or narration 
that want they complete to be finish this 
application. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
47. 
 
Linguistic Dokumen dan narasi Camber font : 
modern, 
contemporary, 
efficiency 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. Unification between gray and white 
color make a clear cognition that formality 
can blend with a purity. 
 This is he box field when the user want to 
choose what kind of document or narration 
that want they complete to be finish this 
application. Then the user have to choose also 
what the sub menu they want to complete 
first. 
 Cognitively, user 
will know that they have to 1) click the under 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
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Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
arrow icon 2) then choose the sub menu that 
they want to complete 3) and go to another 
menu. It is easy for user to do it with clear 
cognitive which direct easy to understand by 
the user’s cognition. 
48. 
 
Linguistic Keterangan Camber font : 
modern, 
contemporary, 
efficiency 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. Unification between gray and white 
color make a clear cognition that formality 
can blend with a purity. 
 ‘keterangan’ here have a meaning that the 
user can use this box to know more 
information about the data that they have 
done before. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
49. 
 
Linguistic Save  Full sans font  Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. Unification between gray and white 
color make a clear cognition that formality 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
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Conservative, 
Formality 
can blend with a purity. 
 After the user finish and complete all the data 
that they need then they can save it so they 
won’t repeat the data. The data will be safety 
save after the user click ‘save’ box. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
50.  Linguistic Kelengkapan Camber font  Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. Unification between gray and white 
color make a clear cognition that formality 
can blend with a purity. 
 This box is the indicator of completeness. 
When all the data had completed then the 
progress box will be full. But when there is no 
data there will be no progress. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
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and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
51.  Linguistic - -  Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. 
 Unification between red, brown and green 
color make a clear cognition that this picture 
surely dependability with the naturality of 
progress. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have do 
nothing because there is no operational aspect 
here. 
Operational - - 
Cosmetics Red Warning, Activity 
(something needs 
to be done) 
Brown  Simplicity, 
Stability 
 
Green  New 
Beginnings, 
Abundance, Nature 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
52. 
 
Linguistic - -  Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. Unification between red, brown and 
green color make a clear cognition that this 
picture surely dependability with the 
Operational The box of the field The user know the 
progress 
Cosmetics Red Warning, Activity 
(something needs 
to be done) 
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Brown  Simplicity, 
Stability 
 
naturality of progress. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have do 
nothing because there is no operational aspect 
here. 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
53. 
 
Linguistic Standar Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. Unification between gray and white 
color make a clear cognition that formality 
can blend with a purity. 
 The user have to choose where is the sub 
menu that they will complete first, then they 
will go to another menu when they have 
choose the one. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
Standar 1 Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
Standar 2 Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
Standar 3 Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
Standar 4 Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
Standar 5 Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
Standar 6 Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
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simple 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
54. 
 
Linguistic Dokumen dan Narasi Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. Unification between gray and white 
color make a clear cognition that formality 
can blend with a purity. 
 This is the time for the user to choose what 
the menu that they want to finish first, it can 
document or narration first. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
 Dokumen Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Narasi Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
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White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
55. 
 
Linguistic 1.1.1 SOP Visi dan 
Misi yang memuat 
juga rasionalisasi visi 
dan 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. Unification between gray and white 
color make a clear cognition that formality 
can blend with a purity. 
 This is the time for the user to choose what 
the menu that they want to finish first, there 
will be nine document that they can choose to 
be finish. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
 1.1.2 SOP Penyusunan 
Tujuan Prodi 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 1.1.3 SOP Penyusunan 
Sasaran Program 
Studi 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 1.1.4 Dokumen 
Renstra Institut 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 1.1.5 Dokumen 
Renstra Fakultas 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 1.1.6 Dokumen 
Renstra Prodi 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 1.1.7 Dokumen 
evaluasi pencapaian 
program 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
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 1.1.8 Dokumen 
sosialisasi visi dan 
misi, tujuan dan 
sasaran program 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 1.1.9 Dokumen survey 
tingkat pemahaman 
visi dan misi 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
56.  Linguistic 1.1.3 SOP Penyusunan 
Sasaran Program 
Studi 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. Unification between gray and white 
color make a clear cognition that formality 
can blend with a purity. 
 The user have to click the box to go to the 
next menu and to complete another menu 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
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White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
then, the letter in the box use the camber font 
which it is choosen to make a cognition that 
the letter should be simple, clear and readable. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
57.  Linguistic 1.1.3 SOP Penyusunan 
Sasaran Program 
Studi 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. 
 Unification between gray and white color 
make a clear cognition that formality can 
blend with a purity. 
 The user have to click the box to go to the 
next menu and to complete another menu 
then, the letter in the box use the camber font 
which choosen to make a cognition that the 
letter should be simple, clear and readable. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
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and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
58.  Linguistic Lokasi Dokumen Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. Unification between gray and white 
color make a clear cognition that formality 
can blend with a purity. 
 The user have to click the box and type the 
address of the website where is the data 
location, the letter in the box use the camber 
font which choosen to make a cognition that 
the letter should be simple, clear and readable. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
Online Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
www Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
59. 
 
Linguistic Fisik Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
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that you want to 
complete 
by user. 
 Unification between gray and white color 
make a clear cognition that formality can 
blend with a purity. 
 The user have to click the box and choose 
where is the data location in the pc, the letter 
in the box use the camber font which choosen 
to make a cognition that the letter should be 
simple, clear and readable. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
60.  Linguistic Lokal Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. Unification between gray and white 
color make a clear cognition that formality 
can blend with a purity. 
 The user have to click the box and choose 
where is the data location in the pc, the letter 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
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White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
in the box use the camber font which choosen 
to make a cognition that the letter should be 
simple, clear and readable. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
61. 
 
Linguistic Dokumen dan Narasi Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. Unification between gray and white 
color make a clear cognition that formality 
can blend with a purity. 
 The user have to click the box and choose the 
narration to go to the next menu and to 
complete another menu then, the letter in the 
box use the camber font which choosen to 
make a cognition that the letter should be 
simple, clear and readable. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
Narasi Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
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do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
62. 
 
Linguistic Dokumen dan narasi Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. Unification between gray and white 
color make a clear cognition that formality 
can blend with a purity. 
 The user have to click the box to go to the 
next menu and to complete another menu 
then, the letter in the box use the camber font 
which choosen to make a cognition that the 
letter should be simple, clear and readable. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
 1.1.1 SOP Visi dan 
misi yang memuat 
juga rasionalisasi visi 
dan misi beserta 
indicator pencapaian 
visi dan misi 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Belum Camber font 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
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63. 
 
Linguistic Dokumen dan Narasi Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. 
 Unification between gray and white color 
make a clear cognition that formality can 
blend with a purity. 
 The user have to click the box to go to the 
next menu and to complete another menu 
then, the letter in the box use the camber font 
which choosen to make a cognition that the 
letter should be simple, clear and readable. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
 Narasi Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 1.2.1 Narasi visi dan 
misi yang memuat 
rasionalisasi dan 
pencapaian 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 1.2.2 Narasi tujuan 
prodi 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 1.2.3 Narasi sasaran 
program studi 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 1.2.4 Narasi strategi 
pencapaian tujuan dan 
program studi 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 1.2.5 narasi sosialisasi 
visi dan misi, tujuan 
dan sasaran program 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Belum Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
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Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
64.  Linguistic 1.1.2 SOP Penyusunan 
tujuan prodi 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. Unification between gray and white 
color make a clear cognition that formality 
can blend with a purity. 
 The user have to click the box to go to the 
next menu and to complete another menu 
then, the letter in the box use the camber font 
which choosen to make a cognition that the 
letter should be simple, clear and readable. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
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65.  Linguistic 1.1.4 Dokumen 
Renstra Institut 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. 
 Unification between gray and white color 
make a clear cognition that formality can 
blend with a purity. 
 The user have to click the box to go to the 
next menu and to complete another menu 
then, the letter in the box use the camber font 
which choosen to make a cognition that the 
letter should be simple, clear and readable. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
66.  Linguistic 1.1.5 Dokumen 
Renstra Fakultas 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. Unification between gray and white 
color make a clear cognition that formality 
can blend with a purity. 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
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Conservative, 
Formality 
 The user have to click the box to go to the 
next menu and to complete another menu 
then, the letter in the box use the camber font 
which choosen to make a cognition that the 
letter should be simple, clear and readable. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
67.  Linguistic 1.1.6 Dokumen 
Renstra Prodi 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. 
 Unification between gray and white color 
make a clear cognition that formality can 
blend with a purity. 
 The user have to click the box to go to the 
next menu and to complete another menu 
then, the letter in the box use the camber font 
which choosen to make a cognition that the 
letter should be simple, clear and readable. 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
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 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
68.  Linguistic 1.1.7 Dokumen 
Evaluasi pencapain 
program 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. 
 Unification between gray and white color 
make a clear cognition that formality can 
blend with a purity. 
 The user have to click the box to go to the 
next menu and to complete another menu 
then, the letter in the box use the camber font 
which choosen to make a cognition that the 
letter should be simple, clear and readable. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
69.  Linguistic 1.1.8 Dokumen Camber font :  Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
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sosialisasi visi dan 
misi, tujuan, dan 
sasaran program 
prodi kepada 
stakeholders 
(mahasiswa, calon 
mahasiswa, alumni, 
pejabat berwenang) 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. 
 Unification between gray and white color 
make a clear cognition that formality can 
blend with a purity. 
 The user have to click the box to go to the 
next menu and to complete another menu 
then, the letter in the box use the camber font 
which choosen to make a cognition that the 
letter should be simple, clear and readable. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
70.  Linguistic 1.1.9 Dokumen survey 
tingkat pemahaman 
visi dan misi  
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. Unification between gray and white 
color make a clear cognition that formality 
can blend with a purity. 
 The user have to click the box to go to the 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
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Formality next menu and to complete another menu 
then, the letter in the box use the camber font 
which choosen to make a cognition that the 
letter should be simple, clear and readable. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
71. 
 
Linguistic 1.2.1 Narasi visi dan 
misi yang memuat 
rasionalisasi dan 
pencapain visi dan 
misi 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. Unification between gray and white 
color make a clear cognition that formality 
can blend with a purity. 
 The user have to click the box to go to the 
next menu and to complete another menu 
then, the letter in the box use the camber font 
which choosen to make a cognition that the 
letter should be simple, clear and readable. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
 Sudahkah anda 
meningkatkan sasaran 
program prodi dengan 
visi, misi dan tujuan 
prodi? 
 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
White  Purity, 
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Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
 
 
 
72. 
 
Linguistic 1.2.1 Narasi visi dan 
misi yang memuat 
rasionalisasi dan 
pencapain visi dan 
misi 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. Unification between gray and white 
color make a clear cognition that formality 
can blend with a purity. 
 The user have to click the box to go to the 
next menu and to complete another menu 
then, the letter in the box use the camber font 
which choosen to make a cognition that the 
letter should be simple, clear and readable. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
 Sudahkah Anda 
menunjukkan 
linearitas dan 
komplementasi Antara 
sasaran program 
prodi dengan renstra 
institute, fakultas, dan 
prodi?  
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
White  Purity, 
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Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
73. 
 
Linguistic 1.2.1 Narasi visi dan 
misi yang memuat 
rasionalisasi dan 
pencapain visi dan 
misi 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. Unification between gray and white 
color make a clear cognition that formality 
can blend with a purity. 
 The user have to click the box to go to the 
next menu and to complete another menu 
then, the letter in the box use the camber font 
which choosen to make a cognition that the 
letter should be simple, clear and readable. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
 Sudahkan anda 
memberi warna 
berbeda pada kata-
kata kunci distingtif 
yang terkait dengan 
sasarab prodi? 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
74. 
 
Linguistic Sudahkah anda Camber font :  Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
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memberikan QR code 
pada tulisan anda 
yang memuat dokumen 
pendukung pada 
bagian ini? 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. Unification between gray and white 
color make a clear cognition that formality 
can blend with a purity. 
 The user have to click the box to go to the 
next menu and to complete another menu 
then, the letter in the box use the camber font 
which choosen to make a cognition that the 
letter should be simple, clear and readable. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
75. 
 
Linguistic Sudahkah anda 
mengkaitkan tujuan 
prodi dengan visi dan 
misi beserta unsur 
derivatif keduanya? 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. Unification between gray and white 
color make a clear cognition that formality 
can blend with a purity. 
 The user have to click the box to go to the 
next menu and to complete another menu 
then, the letter in the box use the camber font 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
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Formality which choosen to make a cognition that the 
letter should be simple, clear and readable. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
76. 
 
Linguistic Sudahkah anda 
mengkaitkan tujuan 
prodi dengan visi dan 
misi besera derivative 
keduanya? 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. Unification between gray and white 
color make a clear cognition that formality 
can blend with a purity. 
 The user have to click the box to go to the 
next menu and to complete another menu 
then, the letter in the box use the camber font 
which choosen to make a cognition that the 
letter should be simple, clear and readable. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
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77. 
 
Linguistic Sudahkah anda 
memberi warna 
berbeda pada kata 
kata kunci distingtif 
yang terkait dengan 
tujuan prodi? 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. Unification between gray and white 
color make a clear cognition that formality 
can blend with a purity. 
 The user have to click the box the complete it 
to go to the next menu and to complete 
another menu then, the letter in the box use 
the camber font which choosen to make a 
cognition that the letter should be simple, 
clear and readable. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
78. 
 
Linguistic Sudahkah anda 
memberikan QR code 
pada tulisan anda 
yang memuat dokumen 
pendukung pada 
bagian ini? 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. Unification between gray and white 
color make a clear cognition that formality 
can blend with a purity. 
 The user have to click the box the complete it 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
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complete to go to the next menu and to complete 
another menu then, the letter in the box use 
the camber font which choosen to make a 
cognition that the letter should be simple, 
clear and readable. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
79. 
 
Linguistic Sudahkah tulisan anda 
berbentuk format 
narasi deskriptif yang 
besar yaitu dengan 
menggunakan 
konjungsi kronologis 
dan kapasitas yang 
tepat? 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. Unification between gray and white 
color make a clear cognition that formality 
can blend with a purity. 
 The user have to click the box the complete it 
to go to the next menu and to complete 
another menu then, the letter in the box use 
the camber font which choosen to make a 
cognition that the letter should be simple, 
clear and readable. 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
White  Purity, 
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Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
 
 
 
80. 
 
Linguistic Sudahkah anda 
mengkaitkan sasaran 
program prodi dengan 
visi, misi dan tujuan 
prodi? 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. Unification between gray and white 
color make a clear cognition that formality 
can blend with a purity. 
 The user have to click the box the complete it 
to go to the next menu and to complete 
another menu then, the letter in the box use 
the camber font which choosen to make a 
cognition that the letter should be simple, 
clear and readable. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
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81. 
 
Linguistic Sudahkah anda 
menunjukkan 
linearitas dan 
komplementasi Antara 
sasaran program 
prodi dengan renstra 
institute, fakultas, dan 
prodi? 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. Unification between gray and white 
color make a clear cognition that formality 
can blend with a purity. 
 The user have to click the box the complete it 
to go to the next menu and to complete 
another menu then, the letter in the box use 
the camber font which choosen to make a 
cognition that the letter should be simple, 
clear and readable. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
82. 
 
Linguistic Sudah Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. Unification between gray and white 
color make a clear cognition that formality 
can blend with a purity. 
 The user have to click the box the complete it 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
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Formality to go to the next menu and to complete 
another menu then, the letter in the box use 
the camber font which choosen to make a 
cognition that the letter should be simple, 
clear and readable. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
83. 
 
Linguistic Sudahkah anda 
memberi warna 
berbeda pada kata 
kata kunci distingtif 
yang terkait dengan 
sasaran prodi? 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. 
 Unification between gray and white color 
make a clear cognition that formality can 
blend with a purity. 
 The user have to click the box the complete it 
to go to the next menu and to complete 
another menu then, the letter in the box use 
the camber font which choosen to make a 
cognition that the letter should be simple, 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
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Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
clear and readable. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
84. 
 
Linguistic Sudahkah tulisan anda 
berbentuk format 
narasi-deskriptif yang 
benar yaitu dengan 
menggunakan 
konjungsi kronologis 
dan kasualitas yang 
tepat? 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. Unification between gray and white 
color make a clear cognition that formality 
can blend with a purity. 
 The user have to click the box the complete it 
to go to the next menu and to complete 
another menu then, the letter in the box use 
the camber font which choosen to make a 
cognition that the letter should be simple, 
clear and readable. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
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85. 
 
Linguistic Sudahkah anda 
memberikan QR code 
pada tulisan anda 
yang memuat dokumen 
pendukung pada 
bagian ini? 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. 
 Unification between gray and white color 
make a clear cognition that formality can 
blend with a purity. 
 The user have to click the box the complete it 
to go to the next menu and to complete 
another menu then, the letter in the box use 
the camber font which choosen to make a 
cognition that the letter should be simple, 
clear and readable. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
86.  Linguistic 1.2.4 Narasi strategi 
pencapaian tujuan dan 
program studi 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. 
 Unification between gray and white color 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
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Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
make a clear cognition that formality can 
blend with a purity. 
 The user have to click the box the complete it 
to go to the next menu and to complete 
another menu then, the letter in the box use 
the camber font which choosen to make a 
cognition that the letter should be simple, 
clear and readable. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
87. 
 
Linguistic Sudahkah anda 
mengkaitkan strategi 
pencapaian tujuan dan 
program prodi dengan 
visi, misi, tujuan 
prodi, sasaran 
program studi? 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. 
 Unification between gray and white color 
make a clear cognition that formality can 
blend with a purity. 
 The user have to click the box the complete it 
to go to the next menu and to complete 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
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Conservative, 
Formality 
another menu then, the letter in the box use 
the camber font which choosen to make a 
cognition that the letter should be simple, 
clear and readable. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
88. 
 
Linguistic Sudahkah anda 
dengan detil 
menyajikan 
permasalahan yang 
ditemui dalam 
pencapaian tujuan dan 
program prodi beserta 
dengan solusinya? 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. 
 Unification between gray and white color 
make a clear cognition that formality can 
blend with a purity. 
 The user have to click the box the complete it 
to go to the next menu and to complete 
another menu then, the letter in the box use 
the camber font which choosen to make a 
cognition that the letter should be simple, 
clear and readable. 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
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  Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
89. 
 
Linguistic Sudahkah anda 
mengklasifikasikan 
permasalahan, solusi, 
dan kuantifikasi 
persentatif 
pencapaiannya? 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. 
 Unification between gray and white color 
make a clear cognition that formality can 
blend with a purity. 
 The user have to click the box the complete it 
to go to the next menu and to complete 
another menu then, the letter in the box use 
the camber font which choosen to make a 
cognition that the letter should be simple, 
clear and readable. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
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90. 
 
Linguistic Sudahkah anda 
memberi warna 
berbeda pada kata 
kata kunci distingtif 
yang terkait dengan 
strategi pencapaian 
tujuan dan program 
studi? 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. Unification between gray and white 
color make a clear cognition that formality 
can blend with a purity. 
 The user have to click the box the complete it 
to go to the next menu and to complete 
another menu then, the letter in the box use 
the camber font which choosen to make a 
cognition that the letter should be simple, 
clear and readable. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
91. 
 
Linguistic Sudahkah anda 
memberikan QR code 
pada tulisan anda 
yang memuat dokumen 
pendukung pada 
bagian ini? 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. Unification between gray and white 
color make a clear cognition that formality 
can blend with a purity. 
 The user have to click the box the complete it 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
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complete to go to the next menu and to complete 
another menu then, the letter in the box use 
the camber font which choosen to make a 
cognition that the letter should be simple, 
clear and readable. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
92. 
 
Linguistic Sudahkah tulisan anda 
berbentuk format 
narasi-deskriptif yang 
benar yaitu dengan 
menggunakan 
konjungsi kronologis 
dan kasualitas yang 
tepat? 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. Unification between gray and white 
color make a clear cognition that formality 
can blend with a purity. 
 The user have to click the box the complete it 
to go to the next menu and to complete 
another menu then, the letter in the box use 
the camber font which choosen to make a 
cognition that the letter should be simple, 
clear and readable. 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
White  Purity, 
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Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
93. 
 
Linguistic Sudahkah anda 
menyebutkan dengan 
runtut secara 
kronologis dan 
partisipatif mengenai 
sosialisasi visi, misi, 
tujuan, dan sasaran 
program prodi? 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. Unification between gray and white 
color make a clear cognition that formality 
can blend with a purity. 
 The user have to click the box the complete it 
to go to the next menu and to complete 
another menu then, the letter in the box use 
the camber font which choosen to make a 
cognition that the letter should be simple, 
clear and readable. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
94. 
 
Linguistic Sudahkah anda 
menyebutkan format 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
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sosialisasi 
(pertemuan, 
konferensi, jumpa pers 
dan bentuk lainnya) 
dan mode sosialisasi 
(online/offline/langsun
g/tidak langsung? 
simple menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. Unification between gray and white 
color make a clear cognition that formality 
can blend with a purity. 
 The user have to click the box the complete it 
to go to the next menu and to complete 
another menu then, the letter in the box use 
the camber font which choosen to make a 
cognition that the letter should be simple, 
clear and readable. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
95. 
 
Linguistic Sudahkah anda 
menyajikan hasil 
sosialisasi tersebut 
(masukan) 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple r font 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. Unification between gray and white 
color make a clear cognition that formality 
can blend with a purity. 
 The user have to click the box the complete it 
to go to the next menu and to complete 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
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Formality another menu then, the letter in the box use 
the camber font which choosen to make a 
cognition that the letter should be simple, 
clear and readable. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
96. 
 
Linguistic Sudahkah anda 
memberi warna 
berbeda pada kata-
kata kunci distingtif 
yang terkait dengan 
strategi pencapaian 
tujuan dan program 
studi? 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. Unification between gray and white 
color make a clear cognition that formality 
can blend with a purity. 
 The user have to click the box the complete it 
to go to the next menu and to complete 
another menu then, the letter in the box use 
the camber font which choosen to make a 
cognition that the letter should be simple, 
clear and readable. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
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 the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
97. 
 
Linguistic Sudahkah anda 
memberikan QR code 
pada tulisan anda 
yang memuat dokumen 
pendukung pada 
bagian ini? 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. Unification between gray and white 
color make a clear cognition that formality 
can blend with a purity. 
 The user have to click the box the complete it 
to go to the next menu and to complete 
another menu then, the letter in the box use 
the camber font which choosen to make a 
cognition that the letter should be simple, 
clear and readable. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
98. 
 
Linguistic 1.2.5 Narasi 
sosialisasi visi dan 
misi, tujuan, dan 
sasaran program 
Camber font : 
Clarity, versatile, 
simple 
 Dominated with rectangle shape make this 
menu looks so strong and easy to understand 
by user. Unification between gray and white 
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prodi kepada 
stakeholder 
color make a clear cognition that formality 
can blend with a purity. 
 The user have to click the box the complete it 
to go to the next menu and to complete 
another menu then, the letter in the box use 
the camber font which choosen to make a 
cognition that the letter should be simple, 
clear and readable. 
 Cognitively, user will know that they have to 
1) click the under arrow icon 2) then choose 
the sub menu that they want to complete 3) 
and go to another menu. It is easy for user to 
do it with clear cognitive which direct easy to 
understand by the user’s cognition. 
Operational Click and choose Choose the menu 
that you want to 
complete 
Cosmetics Gray Moody, 
Conservative, 
Formality 
White  Purity, 
Cleanliness, Soft. 
 
Rectangle Stability, Solidity, 
Natural, Practical. 
 
 
 
